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Combination pliers
Pliers and cutters for universal applications

DIN ISO 5746545 545 Combination pliers

Code

mm mm²

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

16 175160 6,02335 10,0 1,8 1,5 10545 105 11,96
16 220180 6,52538 10,5 2,0 1,8 12545 110 12,89
16 300200 7,02742 12,0 2,5 2,0 13545 115 14,55

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
16 175160 6,02335 10,0 1,8 1,5 10545 305 10,12
16 220180 6,52538 10,5 2,0 1,8 12545 310 10,31
16 300200 7,02742 12,0 2,5 2,0 13545 315 11,78

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
16 165160 6,02335 10,0 1,8 1,5 10545 605 7,97
16 200180 6,52538 10,5 2,0 1,8 12545 610 8,50
16 270200 7,02742 12,0 2,5 2,0 13545 615 9,84

Hint: You will find additional combination pliers under "VDE pliers 
& cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional combination pliers under "VDE pliers 
& cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� Made of high-grade special quality tool steel and with excellent cutting 
force and durability, even with heavy-duty, non-stop use

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 
qualities, also piano wire

546 546 Electrician's combination pliers

Code

mm mm²

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

135145 315,031 9,0 1,5 8 12546 005 14,14
175170 417,542 9,5 1,8 10 16546 010 14,41

�� Especially slim-line shape for work in confined spaces
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for all wire 

qualities
�� Serrated jaws with fine serration
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Side, centre and end cutting 
nippers

Pliers and cutters for universal applications

DIN ISO 5749 B587 587 Side-cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

112125 2,81616 9,5 2,3 1,5 1,2587 105 14,27
163140 3,02019 10,0 2,5 1,8 1,6587 110 14,35
203160 3,02022 10,0 2,8 2,0 1,6587 115 14,98
251180 3,82225 12,5 3,0 2,5 2,0587 120 16,31

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
112125 2,81616 9,5 2,3 1,5 1,2587 210 12,03
163140 3,02019 10,0 2,5 1,8 1,6587 215 12,20
203160 3,02022 10,0 2,8 2,0 1,6587 220 12,59
251180 3,82225 12,5 3,0 2,5 2,0587 225 13,51

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
66110 2,51214 7,5 1,5 1,2 0,8587 600 10,12

101125 2,81616 9,5 2,3 1,5 1,2587 605 10,12
155140 3,02019 10,0 2,5 1,8 1,6587 610 10,21
183160 3,02022 10,0 2,8 2,0 1,6587 615 10,40
233180 3,82225 12,5 3,0 2,5 2,0587 620 11,40

Hint: You will find additional side-cutters under "VDE pliers & 
cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional side-cutters under "VDE pliers & 
cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 
qualities, also piano wire

�� High-quality alloy steel

DIN ISO 5749 B587A 587A Wire-strippers side-cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

203160 32022 10 2,8 2 1,6587 520 22,85

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 
qualities, also piano wire

�� High-quality alloy steel
�� Precision stripping aids for wires with 1.5 and 2.5 mm² cross section

Form B586 586 Side-cutters

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

68110 2,512,514 7,5 1,5 1,2 0,8586 105 15,13

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 
qualities, also piano wire

�� High-quality alloy steel
�� Spring-loaded opening

Pliers and cutters for universal 
applications
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DIN ISO 5749 A588 588 Heavy-duty side-cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

155140 42023 9 3,1 2,0 1,5588 105 18,18
185160 42225 10 3,4 2,5 2,0588 110 18,90
255180 42429 11 3,8 2,7 2,2588 112 20,65
290200 42634 14 4,0 3,0 2,5588 115 21,71
435250 43639 15 4,0 3,5 3,0588 120 26,28

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
155140 42023 9 3,1 2,0 1,5588 205 14,98
185160 42225 10 3,4 2,5 2,0588 210 15,35
255180 42429 11 3,8 2,7 2,2588 212 16,94
290200 42634 14 4,0 3,0 2,5588 215 18,09
435250 43639 15 4,0 3,5 3,0588 220 21,61

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
155140 42023 9 3,1 2,0 1,5588 605 12,73
185160 42225 10 3,4 2,5 2,0588 610 13,04
255180 42429 11 3,8 2,7 2,2588 615 14,31
290200 42634 14 4,0 3,0 2,5588 620 15,74
435250 43639 15 4,0 3,5 3,0588 625 19,37

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 
qualities, also piano wire

�� High-quality alloy steel

DIN ISO 5749 A588W 588W Heavy-duty side-cutters

Code €
  Polished, plastic coatedPolished, plastic coated

12° 290200 42634 14 4 3 2,5588 670 17,06

�� 12° angled head for comfortable flush cutting
�� Induction hardened precision cutter (approx. 64 HRc) for all wires, 

including piano wire
�� High-quality alloy steel

DIN ISO 5749502 502 Double-fulcrum side cutters

Code

Al

€
  Painted red, polished headPainted red, polished head

408190 3,03,7502 010 30,84
547225 3,54,2502 015 34,23

�� For cutting cables, wire - also piano wire, nails, straight pins, wire rope 
strands, spring steel wire

�� Handles with lever-assisted operation to reduce the effort required and 
increase cutting force

�� Spring-loaded opening conveniently opens the pliers automatically
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501 501 Centre-cutters

Code €
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

393230 53025 13,5 4 3,5 3501 615 24,32

�� Cuts both hard and soft wire
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Also for piano wire and wire cable up to 3.5 mm Ø
�� High-quality alloy steel reduces effort required for cutting hard 

workpieces
�� Extended lever effect due to longer handles, means less effort required 

for cutting tough workpieces

DIN ISO 5748584 584 Heavy-duty end-cutting nippers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

2,0 225160 11,52624 9 3,8 3,0 2,5584 105 21,71
2,5 350200 12,53026 10 4,0 4,2 3,0584 115 26,24

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
2,0 225160 11,52624 9 3,8 3,0 2,5584 005 20,39
2,5 350200 12,53026 10 4,0 4,2 3,0584 015 23,43

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
2,0 225160 11,52624 9 3,8 3,0 2,5584 605 16,42
2,5 350200 12,53026 10 4,0 4,2 3,0584 615 20,42

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 
qualities, also piano wire

�� Highest quality alloy steel

DIN ISO 5748500 500 Double-fulcrum end cutting nippers

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

432180 2,253,03,5 2,5500 010 28,86
569210 2,503,54,0 2,8500 015 34,23
755235 2,753,54,0 3,0500 020 43,57

�� For piano wire and special grade wire
�� Completely forged

Pliers and cutters for universal 
applications
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Telephone engineer's pliers
Pliers and cutters for universal applications

DIN ISO 5745520 520 Flat nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

120140 81627 5 9520 105 12,12
175160 91730 5 10520 110 12,69

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
120140 81627 5 9520 005 9,88
175160 91730 5 10520 010 10,07

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
108140 81627 5 9520 205 8,21
148160 91730 5 10520 210 8,58

�� Short flat jaws
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces

DIN ISO 5745518 518 Flat nose pliers with long jaws

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

110140 41441 2,5 7,5518 000 13,80
135160 51550 3,0 8,0518 005 14,35

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
110140 41441 2,5 7,5518 100 11,69
135160 51550 3,0 8,0518 105 12,26

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
83140 41441 2,5 7,5518 600 9,88

116160 51550 3,0 8,0518 605 10,26

�� Long, flat jaws
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces

522 522 Flat nose pliers with long jaws and 
cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

125160 51550 3 8522 010 14,55

�� With cutters, long, flat jaws
�� Suitable for gripping and assembly work
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for both soft and 

hard wire
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521 521 Round nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

115140 81627 2,5521 000 11,78
170160 101830 3,0521 005 12,40

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
115140 81627 2,5521 100 9,63
170160 101830 3,0521 105 9,84

�� With short jaws
�� For shaping wire eyes and loops
�� Fine-serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces

DIN ISO 5745519 519 Round nose pliers with long jaws

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

110140 8,513,040 2,0519 000 15,96
125160 8,513,547 2,5519 005 16,24

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
110140 8,513,040 2,0519 100 13,51
125160 8,513,547 2,5519 105 13,80

�� With long jaws
�� For shaping wire eyes and loops
�� Fine-serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces

DIN ISO 5745524 524 Snipe-nose pliers, telephone 
engineer's pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

115140 2,01544 2,5 8524 102 13,26
150160 2,51651 3,0 9524 103 13,64
205200 2,51773 3,0 9524 105 16,74

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
115140 2,01544 2,5 8524 202 11,61
150160 2,51651 3,0 9524 203 11,78
205200 2,51773 3,0 9524 205 14,88

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
95140 2,01544 2,5 8524 602 10,12

130160 2,51651 3,0 9524 603 10,21
200200 2,51773 3,0 9524 605 13,59

Hint: You will find additional snipe-nose pliers under "VDE pliers 
& cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional snipe-nose pliers under "VDE pliers 
& cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� For gripping and cutting cables and filigree workpieces
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces
�� Straight, half-round, long jaws with serrated hole for holding nuts and 

straight pins
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for both soft and 

hard wire

Pliers and cutters for universal 
applications
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DIN ISO 5745526 526 45° snipe-nose pliers, telephone 
engineer's pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

150160 2,51655 3,0 24 9 45°526 100 15,74
205200 3,01776 3,5 28 9 45°526 105 19,18

  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
150160 2,51655 3,0 24 9 45°526 005 14,79
205200 3,01776 3,5 28 9 45°526 010 16,42

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
133160 2,51655 3,0 24 9 45°526 600 11,87
183200 3,01776 3,5 28 9 45°526 605 15,35

Hint: You will find additional snipe-nose pliers under "VDE pliers 
& cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional snipe-nose pliers under "VDE pliers 
& cutters" and "Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� For gripping and cutting cables and filigree workpieces
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces
�� 45° angled, half-round, long jaws with serrated hole for holding nuts and 

straight pins
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for both soft and 

hard wire

553 553 Needle pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

110160 11558 3 8,5553 105 17,17

�� Straight, extra-long, half-round jaws
�� For straightening and shaping work in electronic appliances
�� Gripping surfaces with fine serration

554 554 45° Needle pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

110160 31454 1 25 8 45°554 105 18,22

�� Extra-long, half-round jaws
�� Angled at 45° for straightening and shaping work in electronic appliances
�� Gripping surfaces with fine serration

12



Wire-strippers, pliers for 
electrics

Pliers and cutters for electrical applications

542 542 Wire-strippers

Code

min. max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

169160 0,510 5,0542 105 24,35
169160 0,33 1,2542 205 27,15

�� Automatically adjusts to required gauge
�� With cutter hole integrated in the joint for cutting cables and wires
�� High-quality alloy steel
�� Model 542 205 for extra small diameters

543 543 Wire-strippers

Code

max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

160160 510543 105 15,35
  Polished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

160160 510543 205 13,31
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

142160 510543 305 11,56

Set the desired wire cross section for stripping by turning the 
adjustment screw and secure the adjusting screw with the lock 
nut. Insert the cable. Close the wire stripper and pull off the 
plastic sheath.

Set the desired wire cross section for stripping by turning the 
adjustment screw and secure the adjusting screw with the lock 
nut. Insert the cable. Close the wire stripper and pull off the 
plastic sheath.

!

�� With adjusting screw for setting the required wire or cable diameter

544 544 Automatic wire-strippers

Code

min. max.

€
  Plastic, redPlastic, red

190180 40,5544 005 21,42

�� For stripping both fine-strand and solid core wires with PVC insulation
�� Automatically adjusts to required gauge
�� Setting alternatives for various thicknesses of insulation
�� Strain-free working due to ergonomic design

Pliers and cutters for electrical 
applications
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VDE pliers & cutters
Pliers and cutters for electrical applications

DIN ISO 57461000 V596 596 VDE combination pliers

Code

mm mm²

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

16 194160 6,02335 10,0 1,8 1,5 10596 205 13,84
16 257180 6,52538 10,5 2,0 1,8 12596 210 14,94
16 313200 7,02742 12,0 2,5 2,0 13596 215 16,59

  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated
16 220160 6,02335 10,0 1,8 1,5 10596 305 17,70
16 297180 6,52538 10,5 2,0 1,8 12596 310 18,55
16 360200 7,02742 12,0 2,5 2,0 13596 315 19,74

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Made of high-grade special-quality tool steel
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 

qualities, also piano wire

DIN ISO 57461000 V599 599 VDE electrician's combination pliers

Code

mm mm²

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

175170 4,017,542 9,5 1,8 10 16599 005 16,19

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for all wire 

qualities
�� Serrated jaws with fine serration
�� Especially slim-line shape for work in confined spaces

Pliers and cutters for electrical 
applications
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DIN ISO 5749 B1000 V597 597 VDE side-cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

163145 3,020,019 10,0 2,5 1,8 1,6597 115 15,94
203160 3,020,522 10,0 2,8 2,0 1,6597 120 17,03
251180 3,822,025 12,5 3,0 2,5 2,0597 125 18,26

  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated
239160 3,020,522 10,0 2,8 2,0 1,6597 020 19,94
276180 3,822,025 12,5 3,0 2,5 2,0597 025 21,52

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 

qualities, also piano wire
�� High-quality alloy steel

DIN ISO 5749 B1000 V597A 597A VDE wire-strippers side-cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

203160 320,522 10 2,8 2 1,6597 520 24,89

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 

qualities, also piano wire
�� High-quality alloy steel
�� Precision stripping aids for wires with 1.5 and 2.5 mm² cross section

DIN ISO 5749 A1000 V598 598 VDE heavy-duty side-cutters

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

185160 42225 10 3,4 2,5 2,0598 120 20,94
255180 42429 11 3,8 2,7 2,2598 125 22,61
290200 42634 14 4,0 3,0 2,5598 130 23,94

  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated
442200 42634 14 4,0 3,0 2,5598 030 28,78

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc) for all wire 

qualities, also piano wire
�� High-quality alloy steel
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DIN ISO 57451000 V600 600 VDE flat nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

175160 91730 5 10600 010 14,55

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Serrated jaws
�� Short flat jaws

DIN ISO 57451000 V590 590 VDE flat nose pliers with long jaws

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

135160 51550 3 8590 205 15,94

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Serrated jaws
�� Long, flat jaws

1000 V601 601 VDE round nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

170160 101830 3601 105 14,18
  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated

193160 101830 3601 005 17,22

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� With short jaws
�� For shaping wire eyes and loops
�� Finely-serrated jaws

DIN ISO 57451000 V604 604 VDE round nose pliers with long jaws

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

125160 8,513,547 2,5604 010 15,74

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Finely-serrated jaws
�� For shaping wire eyes and loops
�� With long jaws

Pliers and cutters for electrical 
applications
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DIN ISO 57451000 V592 592 VDE telephone engineer's pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

150160 2,51651 3,0 9592 205 15,31
200200 2,51773 3,0 9592 210 18,99

  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated
220200 2,51773 3,0 9592 110 22,61

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� For gripping and cutting cables and filigree workpieces
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces
�� Straight, half-round, long jaws with serrated hole for holding nuts and 

straight pins
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for both soft and 

hard wire

DIN ISO 57451000 V593 593 45° VDE telephone engineer's pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

150160 2,51655 3,0 24 9 45°593 205 18,19
200200 3,01776 3,5 28 9 45°593 210 21,40

  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated
222200 3,01776 3,5 28 9 45°593 010 24,86

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� 45° angled, half-round, long jaws with serrated hole for holding nuts and 

straight pins
�� For gripping and cutting cables and filigree workpieces
�� Serrated jaws provide firm grip on workpieces
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for both soft and 

hard wire

1000 V595 595 VDE wire-strippers

Code

min. max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

169160 0,510 5595 205 29,91

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Self-adjusting for wire diameters from 0.5 mm to 5.0 mm
�� High-quality alloy steel
�� With cutter hole integrated in the joint for cutting cables and wires
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1000 V594 594 VDE wire-strippers

Code

max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

153160 510594 205 17,42
  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated

183160 510594 005 21,71

Set the desired wire cross section for stripping by turning the 
adjustment screw and secure the adjusting screw with the lock 
nut. Insert the cable. Close the wire stripper and pull off the 
plastic sheath.

Set the desired wire cross section for stripping by turning the 
adjustment screw and secure the adjusting screw with the lock 
nut. Insert the cable. Close the wire stripper and pull off the 
plastic sheath.

!

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� With adjusting screw for setting the required wire or cable diameter

DIN ISO 89761000 V589 589 VDE waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated

415250 33589 210 25,24

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� Hardened and tempered
�� Box-type slip-joint
�� Self-grip function on the workpiece

Pliers and cutters for electrical 
applications
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Erem® precision tweezers
Pliers and tweezers for electronics

Erem® 249SA550-10 550-10 Precision tweezers with synthetic tips
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

20130550 100 27,52

�� For applications in micro electronics, jewellery making, watch industry, 
medicine and laboratory technology

�� Fine straight synthetic tips made of PPS
�� Stainless and acid-resistant
�� Grooved finger profile for safe hold
�� Contact resistance 16 �/cm
�� Heat-resistant up to 250 °C / 480 °F
�� Resistant to acids and melted solder
�� Water-repellent

Erem® 1SASL550-15 550-15 Precision tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

14120550 150 9,81

�� For applications in micro electronics, jewellery making, watch industry, 
medicine and laboratory technology

�� Fine straight tips
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant up to 300 °C

Erem® OOSASL550-20 550-20 Precision tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

20120550 200 11,25

�� For applications in micro electronics, jewellery making, watch industry, 
medicine and laboratory technology

�� Ideal for mounting work on printed circuit boards
�� Fine straight tips with straight insides
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant up to 300 °C
�� Very robust
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Erem® AASASL550-25 550-25 Precision tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

16125550 250 8,26

�� For applications in micro electronics, jewellery making, watch industry, 
medicine and laboratory technology

�� Fine straight robust tips
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant up to 300 °C

Erem® 3SASL550-30 550-30 Precision tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

14120550 300 9,57

�� For applications in micro electronics, jewellery making, watch industry, 
medicine and laboratory technology

�� Fine straight tips
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant up to 300 °C

Erem® 5SASL550-35 550-35 Super fine precision tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

12115550 350 9,81

�� Very fine straight tips, suitable for very fine wires
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant up to 300 °C

Erem® 2ASA550-40 550-40 Rounded precision tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

15120550 400 13,16

�� Fine straight flat round tips 2 mm wide
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant up to 300 °C
�� For secure gripping of small components
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Erem® 15AGW550-45 550-45 Cutting tweezers
Code €
  Made of special steel, magneticMade of special steel, magnetic

26115 0,25550 450 25,13

�� For cutting fine, soft wires and small components
�� Narrow, angled head, cutting length 9.5 mm
�� Makes high precision cuts possible
�� Hardened cutters for long service life

Erem® 102ACA550-50 550-50 SMD tweezers
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

15115550 500 17,71

�� 45° angled, fine tips for vertical use
�� Stainless, acid-resistant and heat-resistant
�� Suitable for SMD miniature components, chips etc.
�� Optimum access to confined space and good view of the working place
�� Blunt edges prevent damage to the circuit boards

Erem® EOOSA550-80 550-80 ESD/EGB-safe precision tweezers 
with ergonomic handle
Code €
  Made of special stainless steel, not magneticMade of special stainless steel, not magnetic

30120550 800 31,83

�� Heat-insulated, soft foam handles
�� Straight strong very robust tips
�� Stainless
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Erem®-VBW ESD/EGB-safe 
pliers for electronics

Pliers and tweezers for electronics

Erem® 612N560-10 560-10 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Oval head, exchangeable foam handlesOval head, exchangeable foam handles

48110 1,399 6 0,8 0,5560 100 41,88

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� Solid, robust head for high cutting performance with cutting bevel
�� For cutting tasks at easily accessible places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 622N560-15 560-15 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Oval head, exchangeable foam handlesOval head, exchangeable foam handles

48110 1,399 6 0,8 -560 150 41,88

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� Solid, robust head for high cutting performance without cutting bevel
�� For cutting tasks at easily accessible places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 632N560-20 560-20 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Oval head, exchangeable foam handlesOval head, exchangeable foam handles

48110 1,399 6 0,7 -560 200 43,07

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times.

�� Solid, robust head for high cutting performance, perfectly flush 
cut

�� For cutting tasks at easily accessible places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 622NB560-25 560-25 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter for 
electronics

Code €
  Pointed recessed head, red exchangeable foam handlesPointed recessed head, red exchangeable foam handles

48110 0,899 6 0,6 -560 250 41,88

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� Recessed underside for optimum access even to extremely 
difficult to access places

�� Narrowest head shape, without cutting bevel
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 776E560-30 560-30 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter for 
electronics

Code €
  Pointed recessed head, red exchangeable foam handlesPointed recessed head, red exchangeable foam handles

48110 0,899 6 0,6 -560 300 52,64

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times.

�� Recessed underside for optimum access even to extremely 
difficult to access places

�� Narrowest head shape, perfectly flush cut
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 670E560-35 560-35 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter for 
electronics

Code €
  Straight, short recessed head, red exchangeable foam handlesStraight, short recessed head, red exchangeable foam handles

48110 0,899 6 0,5 -560 350 57,43

�� Recessed underside, suitable for cutting SMD and microhousing 
contacts

�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 670EP560-40 560-40 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter for 
electronics

Code €
  Straight, short recessed head, red exchangeable foam handlesStraight, short recessed head, red exchangeable foam handles

48110 0,699 6 0,4 -560 400 72,98

�� Recessed underside, suitable for cutting SMD and microhousing 
contacts

�� High precision work on SMD and enclosure contacts up to 0.25 
mm

�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 886E560-45 560-45 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Slanted head, red exchangeable foam handlesSlanted head, red exchangeable foam handles

83120 1,813,515 7,5 1,0 -560 450 68,79

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� One side of the cutter is slanted for working at difficult to 
access places

�� Cuts without cutting bevel
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (63-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 2476TX560-50 560-50 ESD/EGB-safe tungsten carbide long 
nose cutter for electronics

Code €
  Pointed recessed  head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesPointed recessed  head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

67115 1,01111 6 0,3 0,2 0,1560 500 161,52

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times.

�� Exclusive tungsten carbide cutters for high cutting performance 
with high continuous load

�� Cuts even the finest piano wire, cuts without cutting bevel
�� Narrowest head shape, recessed underside for optimum access even to 

extremely difficult to access places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Extremely hard tungsten carbide cutters (approx. 76 HRc)!
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 510AE565-10 565-10 ESD/EGB-safe wire strippers, 
electronics pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Adjustable head, exchangeable foam handlesAdjustable head, exchangeable foam handles

75120 1,020,25565 100 75,38

�� Robust high precision pliers with integrated cutting blade
�� Adjustment of the diameter from 0,25 - 1.02 mm (AWG 30 - 18) is done 

using an adjustment screw
�� Suitable for all types of insulation and optic fibres
�� Stripping from the front
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2412E565-15 565-15 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Oval head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesOval head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

70130 1,61112 6 1,0 0,5565 150 51,45

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� Solid, robust head for high cutting performance with cutting bevel
�� For cutting tasks at easily accessible places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 2422E565-20 565-20 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Oval head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesOval head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

70130 1,61112 6 1,0 -565 200 51,45

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� Solid, robust head for high cutting performance without cutting bevel
�� For cutting tasks at easily accessible places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2432E565-25 565-25 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Oval head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesOval head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

70130 1,61112 6 0,8 -565 250 51,45

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times.

�� Solid, robust head for high cutting performance, perfectly flush 
cut

�� For cutting tasks at easily accessible places
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2477E565-30 565-30 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Slanted head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesSlanted head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

70127 1,31112 6 1,0 -565 300 55,04

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� One side of the cutter is slanted for working at difficult to 
access places without reducing the cutting capacity

�� Cuts without cutting bevel
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 2403E565-35 565-35 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter 30° 
for electronics

Code €
  Slanted, wide robust head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesSlanted, wide robust head, red/grey exchangeable multi component 
handles

70130 1,6119 6 1,0 - 30°565 350 67,00

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� The angled head provides precise cuts in inclined positions
�� Fine cuts without cutting bevel
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2404E565-40 565-40 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter 30° 
for electronics

Code €
  Fine, rounded head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesFine, rounded head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

70130 1,3119 6 0,8 - 30°565 400 69,39

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� The angled head provides precise cuts in inclined positions
�� Fine cuts without cutting bevel
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2482E565-45 565-45 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter 45° 
for electronics

Code €
  Slanted medium size head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesSlanted medium size head, red/grey exchangeable multi component 
handles

72135 1,2116 6 0,6 - 45°565 450 58,63

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� The angled head provides precise cuts in different inclined 
positions, can be adjusted for 90° and 180°

�� Cuts without cutting bevel, specially for component connections
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 2475E565-50 565-50 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter 45° 
for electronics

Code €
  Slanted narrow head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesSlanted narrow head, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

72135 0,6114 6 0,4 - 45°565 500 62,21

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� The angled head provides precise cuts in inclined positions
�� Fine cuts without cutting bevel on hybrid circuits and micro components
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2470E565-55 565-55 ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter for 
electronics

Code €
  Straight, long recessed head, red/grey exchangeable multi component 
handles
Straight, long recessed head, red/grey exchangeable multi component 
handles

72140 0,6114 6 0,4 -565 550 62,21

�� As new: We provide a free of charge resharpening service for up 
to 3 times, transport costs are not included.

�� For horizontal and vertical cuts at difficult to access places
�� Cuts without cutting bevel
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Induction-hardened cutters made of special tool steel (64-65HRc)
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2411P565-60 565-60 ESD/EGB-safe needle nose, half-
round pliers for electronics

Code €
  Very precise fine head with rounded jaws, red/grey exchangeable multi 
component handles
Very precise fine head with rounded jaws, red/grey exchangeable multi 
component handles

72146 11133,5 1,2 6565 600 51,45

�� Very precise, fine, rounded jaws for precision gripping / bending work
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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Erem® 2411PD565-65 565-65 ESD/EGB-safe needle nose, half-
round pliers for electronics

Code €
  Very precise fine head with rounded jaws, red/grey exchangeable multi 
component handles
Very precise fine head with rounded jaws, red/grey exchangeable multi 
component handles

72146 11133,5 1,2 6565 650 57,43

�� Very precise, fine, rounded jaws for precision gripping / bending work
�� Tips grooved on the inside for secure grip
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2442P565-70 565-70 ESD/EGB-safe flat-nose pliers for 
electronics

Code €
  Fine jaws with precisely machined edges, red/grey exchangeable multi 
component handles
Fine jaws with precisely machined edges, red/grey exchangeable multi 
component handles

72146 3,41133,5 1,2 6565 700 51,45

�� Fine jaws, precisely machined edges, for precision gripping / bending 
work

�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface

Erem® 2443P565-75 565-75 ESD/EGB-safe round-nose pliers for 
electronics

Code €
  Very precise fine jaws, red/grey exchangeable multi component handlesVery precise fine jaws, red/grey exchangeable multi component handles

72146 0,81133,5 1,6 6565 750 53,84

�� Very precise fine jaws, ideal for filligree bending work
�� With invisible Magic Opening Spring - patented
�� Guarantees more than 1 million comfortable closing cycles
�� Unique, self-locking screw system for precise cuts
�� 5 mm opening limit at the tips to prevent premature fatigue
�� Non-reflective, flakeproof surface
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ESD/EGB-safe pliers for 
electronics

Pliers and tweezers for electronics

610 610 ESD/EGB-safe flat nose pliers for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

50130 1920 6,5 3610 005 19,66

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� For precision straightening, bending and assembly work in the fields of 

electronics and precision mechanics
�� With spring-loaded opening
�� Precision jaws, finely pointed (1 mm)
�� Smooth-ground jaws

611 611 ESD/EGB-safe round nose pliers for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

50130 0,6922 6,5611 005 19,66

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� For accurate work in the fields of electronics and precision mechanics
�� With spring-loaded opening
�� Thin, smooth, rounded, ground precision tips (0.6 mm Ø)

612 612 ESD/EGB-safe snipe nose pliers for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

50130 1921 6,5 1612 005 19,66

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� For precision straightening, bending and assembly work in the fields of 

electronics and precision mechanics
�� Half-round, finely pointed, 1 mm Ø
�� Smooth-ground jaws
�� With welded-on spring-loaded opening
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613 613 ESD/EGB-safe mini side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

55120 1,0911 6 0,8 0,6613 005 24,76

�� Very lightweight, slim-line model
�� Specially suitable for accurate work on electronic components
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Cu wire 0.3 mm Ø is cut at the tips
�� With spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

614 614 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

73120 1,510,513 7 1 0,8614 005 26,16

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� With wire-catcher, prevents off-cuts from flying off in an uncontrolled 

manner
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

615 615 ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

71120 1,51213 7,5 1,0 0,8615 005 23,29
109140 1,71618 10,0 1,2 1,0615 010 24,67

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Powerful model
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Cu wire 0.3 mm Ø is cut at the tips
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel
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616 616 ESD/EGB-safe pointed side-cutters 
for electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

70120 1,51213 7,5 1,0616 005 23,29
110140 1,51618 10,0 1,0616 010 24,67

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Without cutting bevel
�� Slim-line, pointed ends for work in confined spaces
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

617 617 ESD/EGB-safe 55° oblique cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

80125 7,51111 10,5 1 0,8 0,4617 005 22,75

�� Pointed ends for work in confined spaces angled at 55°
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Cu wire 0.3 mm Ø is cut at the tips
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

618 618 ESD/EGB-safe 55° oblique cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

80125 7,51111 10,5 1 0,6618 005 22,75

�� Without cutting bevel
�� Pointed ends for work in confined spaces angled at 55°
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Cu wire 0.3 mm Ø is cut at the tips
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel
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619 619 ESD/EGB-safe 30° oblique cutters for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

52125 6818 8 0,6 0,3619 005 21,37

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Slim-line, extended jaws for precision work in confined spaces
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

620 620 ESD/EGB-safe end cutting nippers for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

53125 65,515,5 8,5 5 0,6 0,3620 005 20,96

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Slim-line, extended jaws for precision work in confined spaces
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

621 621 ESD/EGB-safe end cutting nippers for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

82125 6,51114 7,5 1 0,8 0,6621 005 24,59

�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Tip head shape, 90°, angled jaws in the direction of the width
�� Cu wire 0.3 mm Ø is cut at the tips
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel

622 622 ESD/EGB-safe end cutting nippers for 
electronics

Code €
  Polished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zonesPolished, hand-friendly multi-component handles with soft zones

82125 6,51114 7,5 1 0,6622 005 22,78

�� Without cutting bevel
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 64 HRc)
�� Tip head shape, 90°, angled jaws in the direction of the width
�� Cu wire 0.3 mm Ø is cut at the tips
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� High-quality alloy steel
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Crimping pliers
Pliers & cutters for specialist applications

537/538 537/538 Automatic crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Gunmetal finish, plastic sleevesGunmetal finish, plastic sleeves

500210 6,00,14537 005 117,98
500210 16,06,00538 005 144,21

�� For use with terminal sleeves
�� Crimping of terminal sleeves with or without plastic collar
�� Only one crimping profile
�� Integrated lock mechanism ensures crimp action is completed
�� Crimp type to DIN 46228

540 540 Combined cutting and crimping tools 
for Scotchlok®

Code

min. max.

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

155160 1,10,4540 015 15,41
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coatedGunmetal finish, dip-coated

155160 1,10,4540 010 15,19

�� For direct crimping of plastic insulated signal wires using SCOTCHLOK® 
components

�� No stripping required
�� Additional cutters, specially hardened and tempered
�� With spring-loaded opening

547/1 547/1 Crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

160145 2,50,25547 005 34,51

�� With trapezoid profile
�� For reliable crimping of DIN 46228 terminal sleeves in a single profile 

and one operation

547/2 547/2 Crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

160145 2,500,50547 105 22,99

�� With half-round profile
�� For reliable crimping of DIN 46228 terminal sleeves in a single profile 

and one operation
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548/1 548/1 Crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

262180 6,00,25548 005 53,91

�� With trapezoid profile
�� For reliable crimping of DIN 46228 terminal sleeves in one operation 

along the axis of the pliers
�� Ideally suited to work in hard-to-reach places, e.g. in tight, deep switch 

boxes
�� Spring-loaded opening

548/2 548/2 Crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

252180 6,00,50548 105 27,99

�� With half-round profile
�� For reliable crimping of DIN 46228 terminal sleeves in one operation 

along the axis of the pliers
�� Ideally suited to work in hard-to-reach places, e.g. in tight, deep switch 

boxes

550/1 550/1 Crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

341220 16,00,25550 005 52,68

�� With trapezoid profile
�� For reliable crimping of terminal sleeves to DIN 46228
�� Eight extra deep crimping recesses with tapered flanks
�� Crimping in the recesses marked in one single operation
�� Cable protection

550/2 550/2 Crimping pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

318220 16,00,25550 105 37,11

�� With half-round profile
�� For reliable crimping of terminal sleeves to DIN 46228
�� Eight extra deep crimping recesses with tapered flanks
�� Cable protection
�� Crimping in the recesses marked in one single operation
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Circlip pliers
Pliers & cutters for specialist applications

DIN 5256 C531 531 Circlip pliers for inside circlips

Code

min. max. No. DIN

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

91140 C8138 J0531 600 8,01
91140 C122512 J1531 605 8,01

176180 C196019 J2531 610 8,45
291225 C4010040 J3531 615 10,07
525320 C8514085 J4531 620 16,84

  Chromium plated, textured handlesChromium plated, textured handles
85140 C8138 J0531 000 10,16
85140 C122512 J1531 005 8,99

145180 C196019 J2531 010 9,46
215225 C4010040 J3531 015 10,98
435320 C8514085 J4531 020 19,51

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.!

�� For inside circlips (inside holes) Type C
�� Straight, slip-resistant precision tips
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Drop forged
�� Oil hardened

DIN 5256 D532 532 90° circlip pliers for inside circlips

Code

min. max. No. DIN

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

91125 D8138 J01532 105 9,02
91125 D122512 J11532 110 9,02

176170 D196019 J21532 115 9,20
291200 D4010040 J31532 120 10,16
525290 D8514085 J41532 125 17,42

  Chromium plated, textured handlesChromium plated, textured handles
85125 D 8138 J01532 005 10,58
85125 D122512 J11532 010 9,59

145170 D196019 J21532 015 9,52
215200 D4010040 J31532 020 11,35
435290 D 8514085 J41532 025 19,66

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.!

�� For inside circlips (inside holes) Type D
�� Jaws angled downwards at 90°
�� Slip-resistant precision tips
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Drop forged
�� Oil hardened
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DIN 5254 A533 533 Circlip pliers for outside circlips

Code

min. max. Gr. DIN

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

95140 A3103 A0533 640 9,20
95140 A102510 A1533 645 8,74

179180 A196019 A2533 650 9,59
297225 A4010040 A3533 655 11,01
491325 A8514085 A4533 660 18,14

  Chromium plated, textured handlesChromium plated, textured handles
85140 A3103 A0533 040 12,50
85140 A102510 A1533 045 9,93

145180 A196019 A2533 050 10,43
215225 A4010040 A3533 055 12,52
435325 A8514085 A4533 060 21,09

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.!

�� For external circlips (shafts) Type A
�� Straight, slip-resistant precision tips
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Drop forged
�� Oil hardened
�� Return spring

DIN 5254 B534 534 90° circlip pliers for outside circlips

Code

min. max. Gr. DIN

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

95125 B3103 A01534 105 9,96
95125 B102510 A11534 110 9,50

179170 B196019 A21534 115 10,45
297200 B4010040 A31534 120 11,56
491290 B8514085 A41534 125 19,74

  Chromium plated, textured handlesChromium plated, textured handles
85125 B3103 A01534 005 13,15
85125 B102510 A11534 010 10,16

145170 B196019 A21534 015 10,58
215200 B4010040 A31534 020 12,61
435290 B8514085 A41534 025 22,13

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find additional circlip pliers under "Sets of tools" at 
the end of this catalogue.!

�� For external circlips (shafts) Type B
�� Jaws angled downwards at 90°
�� Slip-resistant precision tips
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Drop forged
�� Oil hardened
�� Return spring
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530 530 Special circlip pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

163170530 205 18,17
  Chromium plated, textured handlesChromium plated, textured handles

163170530 105 18,93
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

163170530 005 17,06

�� Oil hardened
�� For U-shaped circlips
�� For circlips without holes on shaft locking systems e.g. on engines, 

gearboxes, differentials, clutches, brakes etc.
�� With spring-loaded opening
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Precision/mechanic's pliers & 
cutters

Pliers & cutters for specialist applications

523 523 Jewellery shaping pliers, round-nose 
pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

68130 11432 8523 105 16,89

�� For precision shaping and cutting work
�� For wire and jewellery
�� Smooth, round precision tips 1 mm in diameter
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc)

570 570 Mechanic's flat nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

121190 213,575 8,5 4,5570 115 19,63

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Specially suitable for work in precision mechanics and electrical work
�� Flat jaws, especially narrow and thin
�� Jaws with fine serration

571 571 Mechanic's round nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

70130 111,522 7571 105 15,82

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� For bending wire eyes
�� Smooth, rounded, ground precision tips (1 mm Ø)

572 572 Mechanic's snipe nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

102170 2,513,563 8,0 2,0 -572 110 17,64

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Straight jaws for work in precision mechanics and electrical work
�� Especially thin, half-round tips
�� Gripping surfaces with fine serration
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573 573 45° mechanic's snipe nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

102170 8,02454 13,5 2,5 2,0 -573 310 19,68

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Jaws angled at 45° for work in precision mechanics and electrical work
�� Especially thin, long, half-round tips
�� Gripping surfaces with fine serration

569 569 Mechanic's snipe nose pliers, long-
nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

115140 2,51440 7,5 2,0569 105 13,80
130160 3,01550 8,0 2,5569 110 14,27

  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated
85140 2,51440 7,5 2,0569 205 9,96

111160 3,01550 8,0 2,5569 210 10,36

�� Long, half-round jaws
�� Serrated jaws

574 574 Mechanic's snipe nose pliers, long-
nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

205200 31676 10 2,5574 115 17,80
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

182200 31676 10 2,5574 215 13,59

�� Straight, half-round jaws
�� Serrated jaws

575 575 Mechanic's snipe nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

245280 31676 10 2,5575 015 15,60

�� Straight, half-round jaws
�� Extra-long version 280 mm
�� Serrated jaws
�� For work in confined spaces
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577 577 45° mechanic's snipe nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

245280 9,52868 17 3,5 3577 015 18,52

�� Half-round jaws angled at 45°
�� Extra-long version 280 mm
�� Serrated jaws
�� For work in confined spaces

576 576 45° mechanic's snipe nose pliers, 
long-nose pliers

Code €
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

205200 9,52868 17 3,5 3576 115 19,56
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

182200 9,52868 17 3,5 3576 215 15,27

�� Half-round jaws angled at 45°
�� Serrated jaws

578 578 Flat nose pliers for micromechanics

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

167200 9,513,540 2,5 9,5578 015 17,50

�� Suitable for precision mechanical work
�� Flat, extra wide jaws
�� Serrated jaws with fine serration
�� Opposing serration

583 583 30° oblique cutters for precision 
mechanics

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

150185 213,514 9,5 1,8 1,5583 010 18,45

�� Cutters angled at 30°
�� Suitable for work in precision mechanics and on electrical appliances
�� Induction-hardened precision cutters (approx. 60 HRc) for both soft and 

hard wire
�� Cu wire 0.25 mm Ø is cut at the tips
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579 579 Precision mechanic's snipe-nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

167200 2,51338 9,5 2579 015 17,00

�� Suitable for precision mechanical work
�� Half-round jaws
�� Serrated jaws with fine serration
�� Opposing serration

DIN ISO 9655580 580 Precision mechanic's snipe-nose pliers

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

74130 211,524 7 1,5580 105 16,42

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� For gripping, straightening and shaping work in precision mechanics
�� Precision jaws, finely pointed (1.5 mm diameter)
�� Smooth-ground jaws

DIN ISO 9655581 581 Gripping pliers for micromechanics

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

48130 211,524 7 6,5581 105 15,54

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Flat, extra wide, ground serrated jaws, finely pointed
�� For gripping and shaping work in precision mechanics

DIN ISO 9655582 582 Gripping pliers for micromechanics

Code €
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

75130 211,524 7 2582 105 15,54

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Flat, pointed, ground serrated jaws, finely pointed
�� For gripping and shaping work in precision mechanics

DIN 5235 A503 503 Relay pliers, flat, pointed

Code €
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

80140 11333 7,5 1,5503 010 12,59

�� For straightening and bending contact and relay springs
�� For gripping and assembling small components
�� Smooth-ground jaws
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DIN 5235 B504 504 Relay pliers, flat, extra wide

Code €
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

80140 11333 7,5 4504 010 12,31

�� For straightening and bending contact and relay springs
�� For gripping and assembling small components
�� Smooth-ground jaws

DIN 5235 C505 505 40° relay pliers, flat, extra wide

Code €
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

80140 11331 7,5 1,5505 010 13,36

�� Angled sideways at 40°
�� For straightening and bending contact and relay springs
�� For gripping and assembling small components
�� Smooth-ground jaws

DIN 5235 D506 506 75° relay pliers, flat, extra wide

Code €
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

74140 11333 7,5 1,5506 010 13,09

�� Angled downwards at 75°
�� For straightening and bending contact and relay springs
�� For gripping and assembling small components
�� Smooth-ground jaws
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Plastic side-cutter
Pliers & cutters for specialist applications

630 630 Plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

58120 1113 7630 005 20,28

�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Specially narrow, straight cutter
�� Only for thin sprues made of soft thermoplastic
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

631 631 45° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

58120 1112 7631 005 24,06

�� 45° offset, specially narrow, induction-hardened cutters
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Only for thin sprues made of soft thermoplastic
�� Spring-loaded opening

632 632 20° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

115130 1622 9632 005 18,52
135145 1725 10632 010 18,65
165160 1828 10632 015 19,04
225180 2223 11632 020 20,86

�� Straight cutters
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

641 641 20° fibre glass cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

170160 2121,5 9,5641 015 16,65
493250 3428,0 14,0641 030 27,27

�� For cutting optical fibre cables and glass-reinforced plastic (GRP)
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters
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633 633 20° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

114130 1722 8,5633 105 18,93
140145 1823 9,5633 110 19,11
168160 1828 10,5633 115 19,92

�� Raised cutters
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

642 642 20° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

113145 1923 9,5642 110 25,54

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Raised cutters
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

634 634 Plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

115130 17,020 8,5634 105 20,66
138145 19,522 10,0634 110 21,37
168160 20,028 11,0634 115 22,55

�� Convex cutting edge
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

643 643 Plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

110145 19,523 8,5643 110 26,40

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Convex cutting edge
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters
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635 635 Plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

88130 1318,5 8635 105 24,12
111145 1423,0 9635 110 24,66
172160 1523,0 10635 115 27,40

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Concave cutting edge
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

636 636 30° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

115130 16,519 8,5636 105 20,66
140145 18,521 9,5636 110 21,37
160160 20,028 11,0636 115 22,55

�� Straight cutters angled at 30°
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

644 644 30° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

113145 18,521 9,5644 110 26,40

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Straight cutters angled at 30°
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

637 637 90° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

165160 252125 10637 115 25,47

�� Straight cutters angled at 90°
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters
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645 645 90° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

165160 252125 10645 115 28,67

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� Straight cutters angled at 90°
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters

639 639 30° plastic side-cutters

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coatedGunmetal finish, dip-coated

415255 3038 19639 105 29,91

�� Cutters angled at 30°
�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Heavy-duty model
�� Induction-hardened cutters

638 638 End cutting nippers for plastics

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

140160 1834 8638 115 20,56

�� For plastic injection mouldings
�� For cutting recessed sprues
�� Spring-loaded opening and endstop screw
�� Induction-hardened cutters

646 646 End cutting nippers for plastics

Code €
  polished, yellow plastic coatingpolished, yellow plastic coating

50115 925 6646 115 25,59

�� Box joints = precise movement = longer lifetimes
�� For plastic injection mouldings, for cutting very fine, recessed sprues and 

plastic wire
�� Spring-loaded opening
�� Induction-hardened cutters
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659 659 Plastic deburring knives

Code €
  Knife with 10 standard blades, 2 accident prevention blades + 6 screwsKnife with 10 standard blades, 2 accident prevention blades + 6 screws

39 10165659 165 12,68
  100 standard blades + 20 screws100 standard blades + 20 screws

65 536659 200 37,04
  5 long accident-prevention blades + 10 screws5 long accident-prevention blades + 10 screws

18 1047659 201 10,63
  5 short accident-prevention blades + 10 screws5 short accident-prevention blades + 10 screws

14 1036659 202 10,63

�� For deburring plastic injection mouldings
�� Lightweight, easy-to-grip design
�� Can be converted to take various blades
�� Sturdy handle with safety cap
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Self grip wrenches, revolving 
punch pliers

Pliers & cutters for specialist applications

190 190 Universal self-grip wrenches
Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

350180 30190 005 12,07
555250 35190 010 12,59

�� For clamping flat, round and hexagonal workpieces
�� Universal jaw shape
�� Quick-release lever
�� With hardened jaws

191 191 Parallel-jaw self-grip wrenches
Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

700250 50191 005 30,06

�� Parallel-motion jaws facilitate clamping of workpiece
�� Parallel jaw shape
�� Toothed
�� Quick-release lever
�� Forged jaws
�� For flat and profiled material

193 193 Long-Nose-Grip
Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

190165 40193 050 14,06

�� Especially suited for narrow locations
�� Fast release lever

194 194 Parallel-Plus-Grip
Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

580250 45194 010 21,96

�� Area of application: flat and round material.
�� Combined jaw shape with one pivoting jaw
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195 195 Self-grip wrenches

Code

min. max. min. max. s

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

170140 13100 4 30195 003 13,64
355180 30200 8 35195 005 12,07
545250 40200 8 50195 010 12,59
900300 65300 10 65195 015 22,61

�� Clamping round and flat workpieces
�� Brazing jaws with forged clamping jaws
�� Single-handed operation with quick-release lever
�� Integrated wire-cutter

192 192 Grip for Sheet-Metal

Code

min. max.

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

430180 45080 21192 005 19,36

�� Bending, shaping, gluing and beading of workpieces
�� Quick-release lever
�� Especially suited for the bending of metal sheets

196 196 Welder's self-grip wrenches

Code

min. max. max. max.

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

935280 517035 25196 005 20,94

�� Clamping workpieces, strip and profiles for welding and brazing
�� U-shaped jaws
�� Single-handed use
�� Quick-release lever
�� Jaws made of tempered cast metal

196 R 196 R Pipe-welder's self-grip wrenches

Code

min. max.

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

935280 8510196 010 21,61

�� Clamping pipes and rounds for welding and brazing
�� U-shaped jaws
�� Single-handed use
�� Quick-release lever
�� Jaws made of tempered cast metal

197 197 Parallel clamp gripping pliers
Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

260175 40197 510 20,84
780280 90197 515 24,90

�� Clamping of flat material, e.g. metal sheets, wood, plastic
�� Parallel gripping via moveable jaws
�� Quick-release lever
�� No impression on the material
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197/1 197/1 Pipe-welder's self-grip wrenches
Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

235175 50197 003 14,06
710280 90197 005 21,71

�� Wide-span clamping of workpieces (angle brackets and profiles)
�� C-clamp jaw shape
�� Single-handed use
�� Quick-release lever
�� Forged jaws
�� Especially suited for bulky work pieces

355 355 Revolving punch pliers

Code

min. max.

€
  Red lacquered, knurled handlesRed lacquered, knurled handles

260225 4,52355 005 10,31

�� Punching holes in soft materials such as leather, card, rubber, fabric 
�� 6 interchangeable punches
�� Direction arrow
�� Locking mechanism
�� With spring-loaded opening

356 356 Lever action-revolving punch plier

Code

min. max

€
  Nickel-plated, red plastic handlesNickel-plated, red plastic handles

430250 4,52,0356 005 25,34

�� 70% savings in effort through leverage
�� Ergonomically shaped plastic handles
�� 6 replaceable hollow punches 2.0/2.5/3.0/3.5/4.0/4.5 mm diameter
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Steel fixers, pincers, punches 
for tiles

Pliers & cutters for specialist applications

DIN ISO 9242510 510 TopCUT steel fixer's pincers 

Code €
  Black lacquered, polished headBlack lacquered, polished head

340 6224510 005 9,29
407 6250510 010 10,16
430 6280510 015 11,12
497 6315510 020 13,04

  Painted black, polished head, red plastic coatingPainted black, polished head, red plastic coating
348 6224510 105 9,67
417 6250510 110 10,54
440 6280510 115 11,73
509 6315510 120 13,88

�� Little effort required due to optimised cutter geometry
�� Limitation of the opening angle for one-handed closing, 

protected by DBGM 20 2004 010 929.8
�� Special steel, drop forged, oil-hardened
�� Smooth-action
�� Induction-hardened cutters

DIN ISO 9242512 512 Heavy-duty MasterCUT steel fixer's 
pincers

Code €
  Chromium plated, polished headChromium plated, polished head

474 6300512 020 19,39
  Black lacquered, polished headBlack lacquered, polished head

472 6300512 220 17,48

�� Extremely low cutting force effort due to very large lever effect 
and optimum cutting geometry

�� Clearly damped cutting shock due to "elastic" pliers body, 
therefore ideal for continuous use

�� Ultra-slim design, ideal for binding recessed reinforcing bars
�� Special steel
�� Drop-forged
�� Oil hardened
�� Smooth operation
�� Induction-hardened cutters
�� High wear resistance
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DIN ISO 9243515 515 Pincers

Code €
  Black lacquered, polished headBlack lacquered, polished head

263160515 000 7,86
313180515 005 8,16
405200515 010 8,69
485240515 020 11,78

  Black, dip-coatedBlack, dip-coated
280160515 100 8,26
330180515 105 8,58
425200515 110 8,99
545240515 120 12,45

�� Special steel, drop forged
�� For the toughest demands
�� Oil hardened

511 511 Punch pliers for ceramic tiles

Code €
  Polished, black atramentizedPolished, black atramentized

190200 -511 005 9,25
  Polished, black atramentized, with spring-loaded openingPolished, black atramentized, with spring-loaded opening

197200 �511 105 9,69

�� Special tool steel
�� Predrilled holes can be extended by breaking out and corners may be 

shaped
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Plier wrenches and waterpump 
pliers

Pliers for sanitary and installations

180 180 "PowerGRIP" plier wrenches

Code €
  Chrome-plated, red plastic coatingChrome-plated, red plastic coating

275192 36180 11x180 305 34,79
468253 46250 14x180 310 39,04
640300 60300 18x180 315 46,72

  Gunmetal finish, red plastic coatingGunmetal finish, red plastic coating
275192 36180 11x180 005 34,09
468253 46250 14x180 010 38,27
640300 60300 18x180 015 45,79

The transmission ratio of the tool and the consistently 
ergonomically shaped handles allow for very great forces to be 
transmitted whilst the carefully flattened surfaces of the plier 
jaws ensure that the work pieces are protected. PowerGRIP 
therefore convinces even in unfavourable grip directions, e.g. 
with 180° twisted handle ends.

The transmission ratio of the tool and the consistently 
ergonomically shaped handles allow for very great forces to be 
transmitted whilst the carefully flattened surfaces of the plier 
jaws ensure that the work pieces are protected. PowerGRIP 
therefore convinces even in unfavourable grip directions, e.g. 
with 180° twisted handle ends.

!

�� PowerGRIP: High transmission ratio for noticeable amplification of 
manual force

�� For work pieces with parallel surfaces (nuts, screws etc.)
�� Also ideal for bending thin parallel work pieces (e.g. metal sheet)
�� Fast adjustment via button press directly on the work piece
�� Freely adjustable, easy super fine adjustment
�� No play and safe gripping for screws and for holding
�� Parallel jaws without profile to protect surface coated work pieces
�� "Rachet effect" for screws by using the jaw stroke
�� Box joint with dual VBW-style support
�� Extremely resistant overall construction, high quality tempered
�� EP and US patent
�� An international jury granted the iF Product Design Award 2007 

to the PowerGRIP 180010

182 182 "FastGRIP" waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, red plastic coatingGunmetal finish, red plastic coating

221181 28180 10x182 005 16,89
381240 35250 12x182 010 17,54
526300 44300 15x182 015 24,59

Consistently ergonomically shaped handles permit the 
transmission of very great forces. FastGRIP therefore convinces 
even in unfavourable grip directions, e.g. with 180° twisted 
handle ends.

Consistently ergonomically shaped handles permit the 
transmission of very great forces. FastGRIP therefore convinces 
even in unfavourable grip directions, e.g. with 180° twisted 
handle ends.

!

�� FastGRIP: Fast adjustment on the work piece via push button
�� Freely adjustable, easy super fine adjustment
�� Self-clamping to the work piece, saving effort and slip-protected
�� Induction hardened jaw toothing, extremely hard and durable
�� Box joint with dual VBW-style support
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� EP and US patent
�� Extremely resistant overall construction, high quality tempered
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184 184 "AllGRIP" waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, red plastic coatingGunmetal finish, red plastic coating

388 5243 42250 8x184 010 13,89

Consistently ergonomically shaped handles permit the 
transmission of very great forces. FastGRIP therefore convinces 
even in unfavourable grip directions, e.g. with 180° twisted 
handle ends.

Consistently ergonomically shaped handles permit the 
transmission of very great forces. FastGRIP therefore convinces 
even in unfavourable grip directions, e.g. with 180° twisted 
handle ends.

!

�� AllGRIP: Proven snap-in hole adjustment in the new high performance 
construction of VBW

�� Finer adjustment with 8 notches
�� Self-clamping to the work piece, saving effort and slip-protected
�� Induction hardened jaw toothing, extremely hard and durable
�� Box joint with dual VBW-style support
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� Extremely resistant overall construction, high quality tempered

186 186 "S-GRIP®" S-jaw-pushbutton-water 
pump pliers

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, red plastic coatingGunmetal finish, red plastic coating

399 1243 35250 12x186 010 18,42

�� S-GRIP (new): Fast adjustment to the workpiece using pushbutton
�� Water pump pliers and pipe wrench in one tool - the same torque as for 

pipe wrenches!
�� Clearly reduced weight compared to pipe wrenches: 399 g compared to 

820 g!
�� Faster adjustment than for pipe wrench and narrower jaw
�� Freely adjustable, easy super fine adjustment
�� Self-clamping to the work piece, saving effort and slip-protected
�� Induction hardened grip surfaces, can even hold metal sheets
�� Box joint with dual VBW-style support
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� Extremely resistant overall construction, high quality tempered
�� EP and US patent

DIN ISO 8976188 188 Waterpump pliers

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

115150 17160 4x188 005 24,97
291240 30250 6x188 010 29,88
490300 40315 6x188 015 50,63

  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
330245 30250 6x188 310 33,29

�� 188 0: The red ones with the yellow dot
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Induction-hardened jaws
�� Self-grip function on the workpiece
�� Box-type slip-joint
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� Knurled handles
�� Hardened and tempered
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DIN ISO 8976966 966 Waterpump pliers

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

154 5175 26160 6x966 005 11,40
296 5240 33250 7x966 010 12,31
492 5300 45315 7x966 015 18,81

  Red lacquered, polished, dip-coatedRed lacquered, polished, dip-coated
158 5177 26160 6x966 030 12,09
304 5242 33250 7x966 031 13,34
492 5302 45315 7x966 032 20,07

  Black, dip-coatedBlack, dip-coated
158 5177 26160 6x966 165 12,09
304 5242 33250 7x966 166 13,34
492 5302 45315 7x966 167 20,07

  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones
340 5245 33250 7x966 025 16,89

THE Wapu - simply very good value for money: The red 966 from 
VBW - the original "Made in Germany". If you want to have a 
durable and well functioning pair of pliers at a good price, then 
the 966 is just right for you - as for millions before you.

THE Wapu - simply very good value for money: The red 966 from 
VBW - the original "Made in Germany". If you want to have a 
durable and well functioning pair of pliers at a good price, then 
the 966 is just right for you - as for millions before you.

!

�� Our best seller - proven in millions
�� Box-type slip-joint
�� Self-clamping to the work piece, saving effort and slip-protected
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� High quality for high wear resistance

960 960 "S-GRIP®" S-shaped waterpump 
wrenches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polished, dip-coatedRed lacquered, polished, dip-coated

368 1242 40250 7x960 010 17,08

�� S GRIP: Water pump pliers and pipe wrench in a single tool - 
the same torque as for pipe wrenches!

�� Clearly reduced weight compared to pipe wrenches: 368 g compared to 
820 g!

�� Faster adjustment than for pipe wrench and narrower jaw
�� Antislip grips, better ergonomy and safety clamping protection
�� "S-GRIP" box-type slip-joint
�� Induction hardened grip surfaces, can even hold metal sheets
�� Self-grip function on the workpiece
�� Design patent protection
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Pipe wrenches
Pliers for sanitary and installations

DIN 5234115 115 45° "X-GRIP" pipe wrenches

Code €
  Pipe wrenches, classic form, painted anthracite, red plastic coatingPipe wrenches, classic form, painted anthracite, red plastic coating

464½" 39240115 005 34,11
  Pipe wrenches, new design, painted anthracite, red plastic coatingPipe wrenches, new design, painted anthracite, red plastic coating

8001" 55315115 010 46,84
14621½" 75425115 015 58,93
26582" 100560115 020 82,01

  Pipe wrenches, classic form, painted anthracite, red plastic coatingPipe wrenches, classic form, painted anthracite, red plastic coating
41503" 120700115 025 125,71

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
20½"115 050 2,34
221"115 060 2,41
421½"115 065 3,16
722"115 070 4,68
893"110 075 6,02

During universal use it is often annoying having to fetch the S 
jaw, then the 45° pipe wrench or the 90° version depending on 
the application. VBW offers the solution: The model 115 with a 
"universal jaw" and corresponding geometry for all three 
applications. 3 in 1!

During universal use it is often annoying having to fetch the S 
jaw, then the 45° pipe wrench or the 90° version depending on 
the application. VBW offers the solution: The model 115 with a 
"universal jaw" and corresponding geometry for all three 
applications. 3 in 1!

!

�� New, particularly ergonomic heavy duty construction
�� Self-clamping on the workpiece, with significantly better self-

clamping than large water pump pliers!
�� Secure gripping of tubes, flat materials and threaded connections due to 

special jaw shape
�� Three DIN shapes in one: A, B and C, angled 45°
�� Completely drop forged, high quality, with reinforced sleeve
�� Captive nut
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries

DIN 5234 C100 100 S-shaped pipe wrenches

Code €
  S-shaped pipe-wrenches, red lacquered, polishedS-shaped pipe-wrenches, red lacquered, polished

8201" 49320100 010 49,31
15021½" 68440100 015 62,03
25532" 85560100 020 86,32
40513" 120675100 025 132,32

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
201"100 060 2,41
401½"100 065 3,16
592"(3")100 070 4,68

VBW's TOP pipe wrench series for the specialist professional 
wanting the best.

VBW's TOP pipe wrench series for the specialist professional 
wanting the best.!

Firm grip due to three-point 
contact - even with smooth pipes

��

Induction-hardened gripping 
surfaces

��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

The red ones with the yellow 
dot

��

Slim-line model��

Completely forged��

With reinforced sleeve��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��
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DIN 5234 C952 952 S-shaped pipe wrenches

Code €
  S-shaped pipe-wrenches, red lacquered, polishedS-shaped pipe-wrenches, red lacquered, polished

459½" 39245952 005 27,62
8201" 49320952 010 29,15

15021½" 68440952 015 37,50
25302" 85560952 020 58,94
40513" 120675952 030 102,63

  S-shaped pipe-wrenches, red lacquered, polished, dip-coatedS-shaped pipe-wrenches, red lacquered, polished, dip-coated
8501" 49320952 113 30,33

15021½" 68440952 118 38,90
25602" 85560952 123 60,69

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
15½"100 050 2,33
201"100 060 2,41
401½"100 065 3,16
592"(3")100 070 4,68

Model 952 provides extremely good value for money and is 
therefore very popular with price-conscious users.

Model 952 provides extremely good value for money and is 
therefore very popular with price-conscious users.!

Completely forged��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��

Slim-line model��

Induction-hardened gripping 
surfaces

��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��

Firm grip due to three-point 
contact - even with smooth pipes

��

DIN 5234 B111 111 45° pipe wrenches

Code €
  Corner work pipe wrenches, red lacquered, polishedCorner work pipe wrenches, red lacquered, polished

466½" 36240111 005 38,73
7611" 55320111 010 52,56

14821½" 81445111 015 65,96
25402" 94565111 020 93,16
41303" 110705111 025 147,77

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
20½"115 050 2,34
201"100 060 2,41
401½"100 065 3,16
592"(3")100 070 4,68

VBW's TOP pipe wrench series for the specialist professional 
wanting the best.

VBW's TOP pipe wrench series for the specialist professional 
wanting the best.!

Firm grip due to three-point 
contact - even with smooth pipes

��

Favourable width across corners��

Completely forged��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��

The red ones with the yellow 
dot

��

45° offset��

Slim-line model��

With reinforced sleeve��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��

Replacement nut for 3" = 
Code 110 0 75

��
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DIN 5234 B951 951 45° pipe wrenches

Code €
  Corner work pipe wrenches, red lacqueredCorner work pipe wrenches, red lacquered

7611" 55320951 010 32,66
14821½" 81445951 015 44,01
25402" 94565951 020 67,50

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
201"100 060 2,41
401½"100 065 3,16
592"(3")100 070 4,68

Model 951 provides extremely good value for money and is 
therefore very popular with price-conscious users.

Model 951 provides extremely good value for money and is 
therefore very popular with price-conscious users.!

Favourable width across corners��

Fully forged��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��

Firm grip due to three-point 
contact - even with smooth pipes

��

45° offset��

Slim-line model��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��

DIN 5234 A110 110 90° pipe wrenches

Code €
  Pipe wrenches, red lacquered, polishedPipe wrenches, red lacquered, polished

7711" 49310110 010 37,75
14621½" 65425110 015 51,60
25202" 84540110 020 73,21

  Pipe wrenches, red lacquered, polishedPipe wrenches, red lacquered, polished
41303" 110685110 025 108,44
57704" 140815110 030 144,75

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
201"100 060 2,41
401½"100 065 3,16
592"(3")100 070 4,68
844"110 080 7,06

VBW's TOP pipe wrench series for the specialist professional 
wanting the best.

VBW's TOP pipe wrench series for the specialist professional 
wanting the best.!

Slim-line model��

Completely forged��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��

The red ones with the yellow 
dot

��

90° offset��

With reinforced sleeve��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��
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DIN 5234 A950 950 90° pipe wrenches

Code €
  Pipe wrenches, red lacqueredPipe wrenches, red lacquered

7811" 49310950 010 32,31
14721½" 65425950 015 42,29
25602" 84540950 020 63,57

  Spare nutsSpare nuts
201"100 060 2,41
401½"100 065 3,16
592"(3")100 070 4,68

Model 950 provides extremely good value for money and is 
therefore very popular with price-conscious users.

Model 950 provides extremely good value for money and is 
therefore very popular with price-conscious users.!

Slim-line model��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��

90° offset��

Completely forged��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��

127 127 Self-grip pipe wrenches

Code €
  BlackBlack

306 7" 1¼"175 37127 005 14,58
513 9" 1½"225 44127 010 19,84
80510½" 2"265 58127 015 24,40
96812" 2½"300 67127 020 29,29

159014" 3"350 90127 025 55,29

�� Preset adjustment using threaded knob
�� Forged jaws

160 160 Stillson pipe wrenches

Code €
  Handles red, head black lacqueredHandles red, head black lacquered

65010" 34250160 005 18,46
75012" 43300160 010 21,32

108014" 49350160 015 25,42
185018" 60450160 020 34,44
300024" 76600160 025 55,86

�� Conforms with US standard GGG-W-651 Type I Class A
�� Tough, epoxy powder coating
�� Hardened adjuster nut presses onto the handle in use
�� The housing and shaft cannot break
�� Safe grip even on smooth pipes
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129 129 Chain pipe wrenches

Code

min. max. min. max.

€
  Chain pipe wrenches, red lacqueredChain pipe wrenches, red lacquered

750300 19¾"440 4" 100129 005 58,12
  Spare chainsSpare chains

250300 19¾"440 4" 100129 010 27,81

�� Chain hardened and tempered
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Drop-forged
�� Constructed for hard-to-reach places
�� Ratchet-like operation on the tube
�� With sculpted handle
�� Can be used in 2 directions

130 130 Chain pipe wrenches

Code

min. max. min. max.

€
  Chain pipe wrenches, red lacqueredChain pipe wrenches, red lacquered

50 260031 �"380510 2" 3130 010 99,01
75 430032 ¼"490710 3" 6130 015 141,83

100 660033 ¾"610915 4" 19130 020 183,69
150 920033½ 1"8501065 6" 25130 025 246,31

  Spare chainsSpare chains
50 48531 �"380 2" 3130 110 30,26
75 73132 ¼"490 3" 6130 115 35,34

100 143533 ¾"610 4" 19130 120 52,23
150 227533½ 1"850 6" 25130 125 72,14

�� High-performance tool due to excellent leverage
�� Hardened jaws with serrations on both sides
�� Powerful forged handle
�� High-grade steel chain
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Special-purpose pliers for 
sanitary

Pliers for sanitary and installations

152 152 Plumber's wrenches

Code €
  Plumber's wrench, red lacqueredPlumber's wrench, red lacquered

702315 4342152 005 40,53
  Pair of loose plastic protective jaws with 2 pinsPair of loose plastic protective jaws with 2 pins

6315152 010 2,22

Secure, gentle purchase on 
chromium-plated and surface-
treated parts

��

Completely forged��

Self-grip function on the workpiece��

Captive nut��

Safety clamping protection 
against squeezing injuries

��

The red ones with the yellow 
dot

��

Slim-line model��

With reinforced sleeve��

Double T grip��

Hardened and tempered��

154 154 U-bend wrenches, connector pliers

Code

max.

€
  Chromium plated, dip-coatedChromium plated, dip-coated

29180 80230154 005 16,42

�� 4-way slot-joint
�� Chrome vanadium steel

151 151 Quick-action wrenches

Code €
  GalvanisedGalvanised

68075 260151 105 48,69

�� Quick-action adjuster with clamping lever
�� Clamping lever made of sheet steel
�� Smooth jaws
�� Chrome vanadium steel, forged
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Pipe cutters
Tools for sanitary installations

140 140 Pipe cutters

Code

min. max. min. max.

€
  Pipe cutters, red lacqueredPipe cutters, red lacquered

2193 1400 502"�" 3140 005 89,38
  Spare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubesSpare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubes

4 51¼+2" 32 9,1 18,9140 105 8,23
4 34" 42 9,1 18,9140 110 13,80

  Spare cutting wheels for cast pipesSpare cutting wheels for cast pipes
4 51¼+2" 33 9,1 18,0140 205 8,23
4 34" 42 9,1 18,9140 210 13,80

  Spare cutting wheels for plastic pipesSpare cutting wheels for plastic pipes
4 52" 33 9,1 18,0140 115 7,36

  Spare rollersSpare rollers
4 101¼"140 303 6,08
4 102"140 305 6,71
4 104"140 310 10,21

  Spare pinsSpare pins
4 101¼"140 403 2,27
4 102"+4"140 405 3,74

�� Double roller guides
�� For cutting off plastic, steel and cast pipes

978 978 Copper pipe cutters

Code

min. max. min. max.

€
  Copper pipe cutters, red lacqueredCopper pipe cutters, red lacquered

378 1150 351�"�" 3978 005 22,79
  Spare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubesSpare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubes

4 10�-1�" 20 5,1 4,9141 105 4,27
  Spare cutting wheels for plastic pipesSpare cutting wheels for plastic pipes

4 101�" 20 5,1 4,9141 110 4,44

�� Copper pipe cutters for pipes 1/8 - 1 3/8", 3 - 35 mm
�� Pipe deburrer in handle
�� Heavy-duty model
�� 2 support rolls
�� With deburring knife in handle
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977 977 Midget tube cutters

Code

min. max. min. max.

€
  Midget tube cutters, red lacqueredMidget tube cutters, red lacquered

195 165 251"�" 3977 005 15,36
  Spare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubesSpare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubes

4 10�-1�" 20 5,1 4,9141 105 4,27

�� Pipe cutters for copper pipes
�� With 2 support rolls

978/2 978/2 Compact pipe cutters

Code

min. max. min. max.

€
  Compact pipe cutters, red lacqueredCompact pipe cutters, red lacquered

543 1150 351�"�" 3978 155 36,44
  Spare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubesSpare cutting wheels for copper and steel tubes

4 10�-1�" 20 5,1 4,9141 105 4,27

�� Complete with extendible deburring blade
�� For thin-walled steel tubes, copper and brass tubes and piping made of 

other non-ferrous metals
�� Covered spindle
�� Precision telescopic guides
�� Four-roller guide
�� Spare wheel in handle
�� Retractable deburrer for inside pipe edges

978/3 978/3 Plastic pipe shears

Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

172200 26978 205 24,89

�� For highest demands
�� Cutter guided on both sides
�� For tubes up to 26 mm
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Tools for sanitary installations, 
special tools

Tools for sanitary installations

128 128 Strap wrenches

Code

max.

€
  Strap wrench, nickel-platedStrap wrench, nickel-plated

290160 230128 005 16,42

�� With non-slip webbing, 22 mm wide
�� Handle immersion-insulated

145 145 Special spanners for sanitary 
installations

Code €
  Chromium platedChromium plated

210223 1917 M 10145 005 15,14

�� Chrome vanadium
�� 17 x 19 mm
�� For M 10 stud screws
�� Insert can be adjusted

149/1 149/1 Basin wrenches

Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

326360149 105 23,81

�� Chrome vanadium
�� For single-handed mixer taps
�� 13 mm hex
�� With interchangeable inserts 10, 11 and 14 mm
�� Inserts zinc plated
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134 134 Copper pipe bending wrenches

Code €
  Chromium platedChromium plated

3116 180°11134 005 49,01
3578 180°14134 010 55,26
72610 180°23134 015 58,00
94412 180°30134 020 61,51

208915 180°42134 030 77,68

�� For bends of up to 180°
�� Bending segment with scale marked in degrees

199/5L 199/5L Combined spud wrenches

Code

min. max.

€
  Chromium platedChromium plated

13210x ½"1"�" 105199 115 33,04

�� Special steel, milled version, extremely robust and dimensionally stable
�� With 10 steps incl. 3/8 1/2" 3/4" 1" and numerous intermediate steps
�� For all standard screw fittings
�� Tip can be used as a screwdriver

199/5K 199/5K Combined spud wrenches

Code

min. max.

€
  Chromium platedChromium plated

1165x ½"1"�" 90199 116 33,04

�� Special steel, milled version, extremely robust and dimensionally stable
�� With 5 steps incl. 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" and 1"

199/6 199/6 Combined spud wrenches with 1/2" 
ratchet

Code

min. max.

€
  In wallet with spud wrench 199/5 LIn wallet with spud wrench 199/5 L

64810x ½"1"�" 105 250199 120 50,18

�� With a ratchet made of chrome vanadium steel
�� Radiator key, milled version, extremely robust and dimensionally stable

199/4K 199/4K 1/2" ratchets for spud wrenches

Code €
  Chromium platedChromium plated

428 5250 ½"199 035 17,99

�� Chrome vanadium
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172 172 Profi-Key

Code

PH

€
  Professional key with heating venting keyProfessional key with heating venting key

9361x90 7105|7|8 4-10 1 2172 190 12,59

�� Universal key for almost all common closures
�� For door handle and window handle recesses
�� With chain, adapter and bit
�� From zinc cast
�� Also in new building areas
�� Also for technical closures
�� For heating venting
�� Also for common slotted and Phillips screws
�� Supplied in clear foil pack with description

173 173 Control Cabinet Key

Code €
  Switch cabinet and heating venting keySwitch cabinet and heating venting key

8771 795|6|8 9 1 2173 071 15,39
  Mini switch cabinet key without heating venting keyMini switch cabinet key without heating venting key

6544 796|8 9 1 2173 044 15,16

�� Universal key from zinc cast
�� With chain, adapter and bit
�� For shutting systems in gas, water and power supply
�� Also for air conditioning and ventilation technology and much more
�� Also for common slotted and Phillips screws
�� Supplied in clear foil pack with description

158/1 158/1 Pipe cleaning tools

Code

m mm

€
  Hot-dip galvanisedHot-dip galvanised

4003 6158 005 7,01
14005 9158 010 17,42
270010 9158 015 28,16

�� For unblocking blocked household pipes
�� Beechwood crank
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Bolt cutters
Construction tools for cutting and sawing

430 430 UNIBOLT® bolt cutters

Code

mm inch LC mm LC inch

€
  UNIBOLT® bolt cutters, red lacqueredUNIBOLT® bolt cutters, red lacquered

2010460 5818 6430 005 94,07
2816610 7924 8430 010 127,70
4328760 81130 9430 015 198,38
6620910 91336 10430 020 270,24
93131070 101642 11430 025 361,43

  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws
520460 5818 6430 136 61,44
870610 7924 8 800 32430 137 91,76

1400760 81130 9430 138 131,38
1940910 91336 10430 139 151,22

  Replacement cutter head -old- complete with screws, fixing hole spacing 89 
mm
Replacement cutter head -old- complete with screws, fixing hole spacing 
89 mm

27801070 101642 11430 135 243,16
  Replacement cutter head -new- complete with screws, ID 022, fixing hole 
spacing 80 mm
Replacement cutter head -new- complete with screws, ID 022, fixing hole 
spacing 80 mm

27801070 101642 11430 140 243,16

Hint: In everyday working conditions, make an initial cut on 
round material with the corner, open the bolt cutters and slide 
the round in between the cutters. This makes cutting that much 
easier.

Hint: In everyday working conditions, make an initial cut on 
round material with the corner, open the bolt cutters and slide 
the round in between the cutters. This makes cutting that much 
easier.

!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Cutting force up to 48 HRc
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Drop-forged
�� Hardened and tempered
�� Simple, accurate adjustment of the cutters thanks to eccentric screws
�� Reduced separation effort through optimum geometry
�� The replacement knife head 430137 fits model 430 in 610 mm length 

and model 430LC in 800 mm length
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430LC 430LC LightCUT® bolt cutters

Code

mm inch LC mm LC inch

€
  Bolt cutter "LightCUT®", red paint, aluminium handlesBolt cutter "LightCUT®", red paint, aluminium handles

2774800 71032 8430 050 136,73
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

870610 7924 8 800 32430 137 91,76

The LightCUT design permits much easier working than with 
ordinary bolt cutters for better work performance and increased 
health.

The LightCUT design permits much easier working than with 
ordinary bolt cutters for better work performance and increased 
health.
!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Noticeably easier due to high strength light alloy handle pair
�� Cutting force up to 48 HRc
�� Cutter and tube head made of special drop-forged steel
�� Hardened and tempered
�� Simple, accurate adjustment of the cutters thanks to eccentric screws
�� Reduced separation effort through optimum geometry
�� The replacement knife head 430137 fits model 430LC in 800 mm length 

and model 430 in 610 mm length
�� German patent

980 980 WAGGONIT® bolt cutters

Code

mm inch LC mm LC inch

€
  WAGGONIT® bolt cutters, red lacqueredWAGGONIT® bolt cutters, red lacquered

2050460 818 6980 005 63,79
2796610 924 8980 010 80,87
4367760 1130 9980 015 108,31
6660910 1336 10980 020 159,31

  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws
540460 818 6980 135 37,14
900610 800924 8 32980 136 49,18

1460760 1130 9980 137 69,97
2000910 1336 10980 138 84,88

�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Drop-forged
�� Reduced separation effort through optimum geometry
�� Simple, accurate adjustment of the cutters thanks to eccentric screws
�� Hardened and tempered
�� The replacement knife head 980136 fits model 980 in 610 mm length 

and model 980LC in 800 mm length
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980LC 980LC LightCUT® bolt cutters

Code

mm inch LC mm LC inch

€
  Bolt cutter "LightCUT®", red paint, aluminium handlesBolt cutter "LightCUT®", red paint, aluminium handles

2768800 1032 8980 050 91,11
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

900610 800924 8 32980 136 49,18

The LightCUT design permits much easier working than with 
ordinary bolt cutters for better work performance and increased 
health.

The LightCUT design permits much easier working than with 
ordinary bolt cutters for better work performance and increased 
health.
!

�� Noticeably easier due to high strength light alloy handle pair
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Cutter and tube head made of special drop-forged steel
�� Reduced separation effort through optimum geometry
�� Simple, accurate adjustment of the cutters thanks to eccentric screws
�� Hardened and tempered
�� The replacement knife head 980136 fits model 980LC in 800 mm length 

and model 980 in 610 mm length
�� German patent

984LC 984LC Bolt cutters, corner cutters LightCUT®

Code

mm inch LC mm LC inch

€
  "LightCUT®" bolt cutter, painted red, aluminium handles"LightCUT®" bolt cutter, painted red, aluminium handles

2775800 932 11984 050 123,81
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

10001000 940 11 800 32434 135 92,78

The LightCUT® design makes working considerably easier than 
with a conventional bolt cutter, for more work performance and 
better health. The blunt tips to the cutters and the 20° cutting 
angle coupled with the special shape of the tubular head make 
cutting at the lowest part of the trench an easy matter, even if 
the material to be cut is up against a wall. Hint: The blunt tips to 
the cutters and the 20° cutting angle coupled with the special 
shape of the tubular head make cutting at the lowest part of the 
trench an easy matter, even if the material to be cut is up against 
a wall.

The LightCUT® design makes working considerably easier than 
with a conventional bolt cutter, for more work performance and 
better health. The blunt tips to the cutters and the 20° cutting 
angle coupled with the special shape of the tubular head make 
cutting at the lowest part of the trench an easy matter, even if 
the material to be cut is up against a wall. Hint: The blunt tips to 
the cutters and the 20° cutting angle coupled with the special 
shape of the tubular head make cutting at the lowest part of the 
trench an easy matter, even if the material to be cut is up against 
a wall.

!

�� Noticeably easier due to high strength light alloy handle pair
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Also cuts in corners and close to the walls
�� Cutter and tube head made of special drop-forged steel
�� Reduced separation effort through optimum geometry
�� Simple, accurate adjustment of the cutters thanks to eccentric screws
�� Hardened and tempered
�� German patent
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433 433 CombiCUT® compact bolt cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Combi CUT bolt cutters, red lacqueredCombi CUT bolt cutters, red lacquered

1360390 4714 5433 020 56,96
  Spare cutterhead with pins and circlipsSpare cutterhead with pins and circlips

350390 4714 5433 125 39,30

Hint: Model 433 is 39 cm long and will fit in any tool bag. Typical 
users are mechanics, bricklayers, reinforced-concrete workers, 
roofers, road and sewer builders, agricultural workers and 
agricultural machinery workshops, police, fire brigades, the 
Armed Forces and shipbuilders.

Hint: Model 433 is 39 cm long and will fit in any tool bag. Typical 
users are mechanics, bricklayers, reinforced-concrete workers, 
roofers, road and sewer builders, agricultural workers and 
agricultural machinery workshops, police, fire brigades, the 
Armed Forces and shipbuilders.

!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� On average, 25% less effort required to make cuts
�� Cutting force up to 48 HRc
�� Compact, handy model
�� Highly accurate cutterhead made of special chrome vanadium steel
�� Cutter head and tubular head are drop-forged
�� Adjustment of the cutter is not necessary
�� Hardened and tempered
�� DBGM
�� Ergonomically designed plastic handles designed with the specific 

application in mind

433v 433v CombiCUT® end cutting bolt cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Combi CUT end-cutting bolt cutters, red lacqueredCombi CUT end-cutting bolt cutters, red lacquered

1500370 4713 5433 040 62,66
  Spare cutterhead with pins and circlipsSpare cutterhead with pins and circlips

360370 4713 5433 145 43,29

As an end cutter the 433v also has all positive features of the 433 
small bolt cutter. With a length of only 37 cm, this model also fits 
every tool bag.

As an end cutter the 433v also has all positive features of the 433 
small bolt cutter. With a length of only 37 cm, this model also fits 
every tool bag.
!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Offset cutterhead allows flush cutting
�� Around 12% less effort required to make cuts
�� Cutting force up to 48 HRc
�� Compact, handy model
�� Highly accurate cutterhead made of special chrome vanadium steel
�� Cutter head and tubular head are drop-forged
�� Adjustment of the cutter is not necessary
�� Ergonomically designed plastic handles designed with the specific 

application in mind
�� DBGM
�� Hardened and tempered
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434 434 Bolt cutters, angled long-reach cutters

Code

mm inch 984LC 
mm

984LC 
inch

€
  Bolt cutters, red lacqueredBolt cutters, red lacquered

52661000 923040 11434 025 164,41
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

10001000 940 11 800 32434 135 92,78

Hint: The blunt tips to the cutters and the 20° cutting angle 
coupled with the special shape of the tubular head make cutting 
at the lowest part of the trench an easy matter, even if the 
material to be cut is up against a wall.

Hint: The blunt tips to the cutters and the 20° cutting angle 
coupled with the special shape of the tubular head make cutting 
at the lowest part of the trench an easy matter, even if the 
material to be cut is up against a wall.

!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Special tube head enables rapid-action cutting at the 1st and 

2nd levels
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Adjustable knives with 20° angled cutters enable access to awkward 

corners
�� Precise and easy adjustment of the cutters using central eccentric screw
�� Angled long-reach cutters
�� Drop-forged

437 437 Bolt cutters 30°

Code

mm inch 438 
mm

438 
inch

€
  Bolt cutters, red lacquered, with lateral adjusting screwBolt cutters, red lacquered, with lateral adjusting screw

1882460 30°818 6437 002 105,14
3058610 30°924 8437 005 148,01

  Replacement cutter head -old- complete with screws, fixing hole spacing 46 
mm
Replacement cutter head -old- complete with screws, fixing hole spacing 
46 mm

500460 30°818 6437 130 79,51
  Replacement cutter head -new- complete with screws, ID 020, fixing hole 
spacing 49 mm
Replacement cutter head -new- complete with screws, ID 020, fixing hole 
spacing 49 mm

500460 30°818 6437 131 79,51
  Spare cutter head with screws and eccentric adjusting screwsSpare cutter head with screws and eccentric adjusting screws

880610 30°924 8 800 32437 133 121,55

Hint: Particularly well suited to flush cutting of steel reinforcing 
wires on reinforced concrete walls.

Hint: Particularly well suited to flush cutting of steel reinforcing 
wires on reinforced concrete walls.!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� For the flush separation of round materials up to 40 HRc
�� With offset, adjustable knives
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Simple, accurate adjustment of the cutters thanks to eccentric screws
�� Drop-forged
�� The replacement knife head 437133 fits model 437 in 610 mm length 

and model 438LC in 800 mm length
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438LC 438LC LightCUT® bolt cutters 30°

Code

mm inch 438 
mm

438 
inch

€
  Flush bolt cutter "LightCUT®", red paint, aluminium handlesFlush bolt cutter "LightCUT®", red paint, aluminium handles

2784800 30°1032 8438 050 159,41
  Spare cutter head with screws and eccentric adjusting screwsSpare cutter head with screws and eccentric adjusting screws

880610 30°924 8 800 32437 133 121,55

The LightCUT design permits much easier working than with 
ordinary bolt cutters for better work performance and increased 
health.

The LightCUT design permits much easier working than with 
ordinary bolt cutters for better work performance and increased 
health.
!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Noticeably easier due to high strength light alloy handle pair
�� For the flush separation of round materials up to 40 HRc
�� With angled, readjustable knives
�� Cutter and tube head made of special drop-forged steel
�� The replacement knife head fits model 438LC in 800 mm length and 

model 437 in 610 mm length
�� German patent

439 439 Bolt cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Bolt cutters, red lacqueredBolt cutters, red lacquered

1916460 718 6439 005 102,63
3152610 924 8439 010 149,24
4896760 1130 9439 015 219,97
7529910 1336 10439 020 298,65

  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws
565460 718 6439 131 83,89
940610 924 8439 132 131,44

1500760 1130 9439 133 176,57
2100910 1336 10439 134 215,89

Hint: The double-sides cutters enable instantaneous cutter 
changes. This ensures uninterrupted functionality and availability 
of the bolt cutters.

Hint: The double-sides cutters enable instantaneous cutter 
changes. This ensures uninterrupted functionality and availability 
of the bolt cutters.
!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Double-sided cutters can be turned over
�� With adjustable knives
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Drop-forged
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445 445 End cutting bolt cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Bolt pre-cutter, red paintBolt pre-cutter, red paint

3000630 824,8 6445 010 130,40
  Replacement knife head complete with screwsReplacement knife head complete with screws

1030630 824,8 6445 135 78,58

�� Offset cutterhead allows flush cutting
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� High precision knife head from chrome vanadium special steel
�� Drop forged knife head
�� Freely adjustable
�� Hardened and tempered
�� Cutting width 28 mm
�� For concrete steel III + IV per DIN 488 - strength approx. 550 N/mm²
�� For tension steel and tempered steel wire up to 1226 N/mm² (HRC 40)
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Grating cutters, snips
Construction tools for cutting and sawing

435LC 435LC LightCUT® welded wire-mesh and 
bolt cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  LightCUT® welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacqueredLightCUT® welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacquered

2672800 2x81132 9435 005 131,36
29241000 2x81140 9435 010 143,64

  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws
8202x811 9435 133 75,06

The LightCUT® design makes working considerably easier than 
with a conventional mesh cutter: More work performance and 
better health. The extended top cutter makes gripping 
construction steel meshes lying flat even easier to grip.

The LightCUT® design makes working considerably easier than 
with a conventional mesh cutter: More work performance and 
better health. The extended top cutter makes gripping 
construction steel meshes lying flat even easier to grip.

!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Approx. 40% lighter due to high tensile strength light alloy 

handles
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Small handle opening angle
�� Little effort required
�� Easy grip on construction steel parts lying flat
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Adjustable knives
�� Drop-forged
�� Replacement knife head: For models in 800 and 1000 mm length
�� German patent
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985 985 WAGGONIT® welded wire-mesh and 
bolt cutters 

Code

mm inch

€
  Welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacqueredWelded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacquered

4604950 2x81138 9985 010 110,56
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

1100950 2x81138 9985 135 73,03

Hint: The adjustability of the cutters and the interchangeable 
cutter-heads guarantee the durability of these quality tools.

Hint: The adjustability of the cutters and the interchangeable 
cutter-heads guarantee the durability of these quality tools.!

�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Tried-and-tested model
�� Cutter and tube head made of special drop-forged steel
�� Little effort required
�� Easy grip on construction steel parts lying flat
�� Adjustable knives

996 996 BauCUT welded wire-mesh and bolt 
cutters 

Code

mm inch

€
  Welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacqueredWelded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacquered

4700950 2x81138 9996 010 71,26
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

1100950 2x81138 9996 135 48,57

�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� With adjustable knives
�� Little effort required
�� Easy grip on construction steel parts lying flat
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436 436 Welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, 
long-reach cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacqueredWelded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, red lacquered

53061000 923040 11 2x8436 010 152,45
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

10001000 923040 11 2x8436 132 92,93

Hint: Due to the special shape of the tubular heads, it is easily 
possible to cut rounds that are up to 230 mm below the 
uppermost mesh.

Hint: Due to the special shape of the tubular heads, it is easily 
possible to cut rounds that are up to 230 mm below the 
uppermost mesh.
!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Cutting force up to 40 HRc
�� Special tube head enables rapid-action cutting at the 1st and 2nd levels
�� Enables easy grip on construction steel parts lying flat
�� Adjustable knives
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Drop-forged

480 480 "EuroCUT" grating and flat cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Grating cutters, red lacqueredGrating cutters, red lacquered

3188840 4x4033 30480 010 180,28
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screws eccentric screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws eccentric screws

700840 4x4033 30480 133 121,25

Hint: Typical users are, amongst others, industry, steel industries 
(used for cutting flats to length), construction industry, 
manufacturers of grating, construction companies and smitheries.

Hint: Typical users are, amongst others, industry, steel industries 
(used for cutting flats to length), construction industry, 
manufacturers of grating, construction companies and smitheries.
!

�� Top-of-the-range quality with the yellow dot
�� Grating and flats cutter
�� For cutting flat and round materials up to max. 40 x 4 mm, from mesh 

size 30 x 30 mm
�� Flat: Max. cutting performance 40 x 4 mm, from mesh size 30 x 30 mm
�� Cutter and tube head made of special steel
�� Drop-forged
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989 989 Universal sets of screws for 
Cutterheads

Code €
  14 pieces in poly bag14 pieces in poly bag

30514x �: 3x M8, 1x M10 
E�: 2x M8, 2x M10 
o: 3x M8, 3x M10

980 100 9,97

�� For attaching the knife head to the frame
�� For common bolt cutters (430, 434, 437, 980)
�� Also for common mesh cutters (435, 985, 996)
�� For model 437 in 610 mm with lateral set screw

989/1 989/1 Universal sets of screws for 
Cutterheads

Code €
  24 pieces in poly bag24 pieces in poly bag

51424x �: 7x M8, 3x M10, 3x M12 
E�: 2x M8
o: 3x M8, 3x M10, 3x M12

437 100 19,06

�� For attaching the knife head to the frame
�� For bolt cutters 437, 438 and 439
�� Also for mesh cutter 480
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Cable cutters, wire cable 
cutters, knives

Construction tools for electricians

493 493 Cable shears

Code

max. max.

€
  Cable shears, gunmetal finish, plastic sleevesCable shears, gunmetal finish, plastic sleeves

600250 2532493 005 154,24
830280 5252493 010 206,99

�� For cutting copper and aluminium wires
�� Single-handed operation due to ratchet mechanism

495 495 Cable shears

Code

mm mm² mm² mm²

€
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coatedGunmetal finish, dip-coated

180160 2535 10495 005 23,48
397220 3570 16495 010 34,65

�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� Easy, clean cutting with single-handed operation
�� Special cutter geometry prevents pinch marks and splayed ends
�� Adjustable screw joint
�� With anti-pinch mechanism

1000 V602 602 VDE cable shears

Code

mm² mm² mm²

€
  Chromium plated, dip-coat insulatedChromium plated, dip-coat insulated

443220 3570 16602 010 47,84

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� Adjustable screw joint
�� Easy, clean cutting with single-handed operation
�� With anti-pinch mechanism
�� Special cutter geometry prevents pinch marks and splayed ends
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490 490 Cable shears

Code

mm inch mm² mm²

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

442280 1411 14490 005 74,10

�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� For fine and multifilar cables
�� Handles with plastic coating

491/1 491/1 Cable shears

Code

mm inch mm² mm²

€
  Cable shears, red lacqueredCable shears, red lacquered

1837600 2624 26491 005 116,92
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

400491 020 86,39

�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� With interchangeable cutting head
�� Handles with plastic coating

491/2 491/2 Cable shears

Code

L1 mm L1 inch L2 mm L2 inch mm² mm²

€
  Cable shears, red lacqueredCable shears, red lacquered

3695590 3893024 37 38491 010 173,65
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

650590 3893024 37 38491 025 112,39

�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� With interchangeable cutting head and slot-in handle extensions
�� Handles with plastic coating
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492 492 Cable shears

Code

L1 mm L1inch L2mm L2inch mm² mm²

€
  Cable shears, red lacqueredCable shears, red lacquered

1324350 2652014 21 26492 005 161,90
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

400491 020 86,39

�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� With interchangeable cutting head
�� With steplessly adjustable telescopic handles

1000 V603 603 VDE double-fulcrum cable shears

Code

mm² mm² mm²

€
  VDE double-fulcrum cable shears, chrome plated, dip-coat insulatedVDE double-fulcrum cable shears, chrome plated, dip-coat insulated

2740600 120150 35603 010 143,39
  Spare cutterhead with retaining screwsSpare cutterhead with retaining screws

500600 120150 35603 100 85,39

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� For copper and aluminium wires
�� Little effort required due to lever-assisted operation
�� Interchangeable cutterhead
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494 494 Wire cable cutters

Code

mm inch

€
  Wire cable cutters, red lacqueredWire cable cutters, red lacquered

3498700 1228 10494 005 149,36
  Spare cutterhead without retaining screwsSpare cutterhead without retaining screws

650700 1228 10494 010 89,01

�� For soft steel ropes � 1570 N/mm²  to max. 12 mm Ø
�� For hard steel ropes � 1770 N/mm²  to max. 10 mm Ø

385/1 385/1 Foldaway electrician's penknives

Code €
  Plastic housing with steel jawsPlastic housing with steel jaws

56 10110 85385 010 10,37

�� With cable duct
�� Stainless steel blades, made in Solingen
�� Ideal for all work in the trades

385/2 385/2 Foldaway electrician's penknives

Code €
  Plastic housingPlastic housing

56 10110 85385 020 4,79

�� With cable duct
�� Stainless steel blades
�� Ideal for all work in the trades
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VDE screwdrivers
Construction tools for electricians

DIN 74371000 V223/1 223/1 Slotted VDE screwdrivers

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coat insulatedGunmetal finish, dip-coat insulated

30 62,5 0,475 160223 105 3,39
37 63,5 0,6100 185223 110 3,74
50 64,0 0,8100 195223 115 3,96
82 65,5 1,0125 230223 120 4,84

103 66,5 1,2150 265223 125 7,01
135 68,0 1,2175 295223 130 8,76
235 610,0 1,6200 320223 135 11,74

Hint: You will find our attractive VDE screwdriver sets under 
"Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find our attractive VDE screwdriver sets under 
"Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� 2-component handle with softer layer and large diameter
�� Ergonomically designed plastic handles for strain-free, powerful 

tightening action
�� Blades cannot twist in the handle due to shaped ridges
�� Heat resistant and non-flammable
�� Optimum torquing
�� High-impact
�� Non-splintering
�� Resistant to oil and solvents
�� Blades made of high-alloy special CV steel

DIN 74371000 V224/1 224/1 VDE Phillips screwdrivers

Code

PH min. max.

€
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coat insulatedGunmetal finish, dip-coat insulated

33 60 2,014560224 105 3,56
55 61 3,017580 2,0224 110 4,20
82 62 5,2205100 3,0224 115 5,66

150 63 7,2270150 5,2224 120 8,41

!

Approved up to AC 1000 V 
and DC 1500 V

��

Ergonomically designed plastic 
handles for strain-free, powerful 
tightening action

��

Heat resistant and non-flammable��

High-impact��

Resistant to oil and solvents��

Individually tested at 10,000 
V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, 
EN 60 900 and VDE 
0682/Part 201

��

2-component handle with softer 
layer and large diameter

��

Blades cannot twist in the handle 
due to shaped ridges

��

Non-splintering��

Optimum torquing��

Blades made of high-alloy special 
CV steel

��
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227 227 GS tested voltage testers

Code €
  Chromium platedChromium plated

18 63 14060227 005 1,71

!

�� 220 - 250 V
�� Conforms with VDE 0680
�� Special steel
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VDE screwdrivers
Construction tools for electricians

DIN 74371000 V223/1 223/1 Slotted VDE screwdrivers

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coat insulatedGunmetal finish, dip-coat insulated

30 62,5 0,475 160223 105 3,39
37 63,5 0,6100 185223 110 3,74
50 64,0 0,8100 195223 115 3,96
82 65,5 1,0125 230223 120 4,84

103 66,5 1,2150 265223 125 7,01
135 68,0 1,2175 295223 130 8,76
235 610,0 1,6200 320223 135 11,74

Hint: You will find our attractive VDE screwdriver sets under 
"Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find our attractive VDE screwdriver sets under 
"Sets of tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� Individually tested at 10,000 V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, EN 60 900 and VDE 0682/Part 201

�� Approved up to AC 1000 V and DC 1500 V
�� 2-component handle with softer layer and large diameter
�� Ergonomically designed plastic handles for strain-free, powerful 

tightening action
�� Blades cannot twist in the handle due to shaped ridges
�� Heat resistant and non-flammable
�� Optimum torquing
�� High-impact
�� Non-splintering
�� Resistant to oil and solvents
�� Blades made of high-alloy special CV steel

DIN 74371000 V224/1 224/1 VDE Phillips screwdrivers

Code

PH min. max.

€
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coat insulatedGunmetal finish, dip-coat insulated

33 60 2,014560224 105 3,56
55 61 3,017580 2,0224 110 4,20
82 62 5,2205100 3,0224 115 5,66

150 63 7,2270150 5,2224 120 8,41

�� As previous no. 223/1

227 227 GS tested voltage testers

Code €
  Chromium platedChromium plated

18 63 14060227 005 1,71

�� 220 - 250 V
�� Conforms with VDE 0680
�� Special steel
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Screwdrivers
Construction tools for screw tightening

DIN 5265 A210/1 210/1 Slotted screwdrivers for the trades

Code €
  Chromium plated with black tipChromium plated with black tip

28 62,5 0,475 160210 105 3,16
32 63,0 0,580 165210 110 3,21
35 63,5 0,6100 185210 115 3,39
48 64,0 0,8100 195210 120 3,86
63 65,0 0,8150 245210 125 4,38
70 65,5 1,0125 230210 130 4,27
77 66,0 1,0100 205210 135 4,79
88 66,5 1,2150 265210 140 5,19

103 68,0 1,2150 265210 145 5,51

Hint: You will find our attractive screwdriver sets under "Sets of 
tools" at the end of this catalogue.

Hint: You will find our attractive screwdriver sets under "Sets of 
tools" at the end of this catalogue.!

�� 2-component handle with softer layer and large diameter
�� Ergonomically designed plastic handles for strain-free, powerful 

tightening action
�� Blades cannot twist in the handle due to shaped ridges
�� Heat resistant and non-flammable
�� Non-splintering
�� High-impact
�� Blades made of high-alloy special CV steel
�� Optimum torquing
�� Resistant to oil and solvents

215/1 215/1 Phillips screwdrivers

Code

PH min. max.

€
  Chromium plated with black tipChromium plated with black tip

33 60 2,014560215 105 3,67
53 61 3,017580 2,0215 110 4,09
78 62 5,2205100 3,0215 115 5,51

145 63 7,2270150 5,2215 120 7,25

�� 2-component handle with softer layer and large diameter
�� Ergonomically designed plastic handles for strain-free, powerful 

tightening action
�� Blades cannot twist in the handle due to shaped ridges
�� Heat resistant and non-flammable
�� Non-splintering
�� High-impact
�� Blades made of high-alloy special CV steel
�� Optimum torquing
�� Resistant to oil and solvents
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Box spanners
Construction tools for screw tightening

DIN 896 B ISO 223671 71 Tubular box spanners

Code €
  Chromium platedChromium plated

30 56x7 110071 010 2,97
34 58x9 110071 015 3,04
54 58x10 120071 020 3,27
51 510x11 120071 035 3,50
73 512x13 140071 055 3,74
84 514x15 140071 085 4,33

144 516x17 150071 100 4,84
170 517x19 160071 110 6,14
171 518x19 160071 115 6,14
203 520x22 170071 130 6,89
206 521x23 170071 135 6,89
332 524x26 190071 155 7,76
334 524x27 190071 160 7,76
390 525x28 200071 170 9,22
390 530x32 200071 195 10,11
770 141x46 240071 225 16,54
810 146x50 240071 230 31,12

�� Seamless precision tubing made of C 35 or ST 55 steel
�� Hardened to 39-42 HRc
�� Easy handling due to holes offset at 90°
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Wad punches
Construction tools for universal applications

DIN 7200 A240 240 Wad punches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

43 102 100240 005 3,74
40 103 100240 010 3,74
43 104 100240 015 3,74
50 105 100240 020 3,74
50 106 100240 025 3,74
70 108 112240 035 3,91
70 1010 115240 045 4,38

110 1012 122240 055 5,66
150 1014 135240 065 6,54
142 1015 135240 070 7,11
150 1016 135240 075 7,71
175 618 143240 085 9,06
230 620 155240 095 10,51
230 622 155240 105 12,33
250 624 168240 115 15,87
250 625 168240 120 16,71
430 328 175240 135 19,98
430 330 175240 145 22,55
490 332 178240 155 25,14
576 336 190240 175 30,33
680 240 193240 195 36,91
725 241 205240 200 42,12

1110 250 215240 245 71,14

�� Red lacquered, polished
�� 'GS' safety mark
�� Drop-forged in a single part
�� Cutter hardened and tempered
�� Special steel

Chisels, pin punches
Construction tools for universal applications

DIN 6453277 277 Flat cold chisels

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

176 5150 1421 11277 010 5,56
390 5200 B2328 13277 020 7,59
439 5250 B2328 13277 030 8,76
598 5300 B2332 13277 035 11,34

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Air hardening steel
�� Forged
�� Hardened and tempered

Construction tools for universal 
applications
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DIN 7254285 285 Flat oval stone chisels

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

490 5250 2028 12285 005 7,95
596 5300 B2332 13285 010 10,29
824 5400 B2335 13285 020 14,72

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Air hardening steel
�� Forged
�� Hardened and tempered

286 286 Octagonal pointed cold chisels

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

562 5300 E18286 015 10,16

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Air hardening steel
�� Forged
�� Hardened and tempered

289 289 Electrician's chisels

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

53 5200 68289 005 3,56
73 5200 810289 010 4,02
93 5200 812289 015 4,09

117 5250 810289 020 4,44
118 5250 812289 025 4,49
143 5300 812289 030 5,26

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Air hardening steel
�� Forged
�� Hardened and tempered

290 290 Slitting or bodywork chisels

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

292 5230 2626 7290 005 7,54

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Air hardening steel
�� Forged
�� Hardened and tempered
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291 291 Plastic handles for chisels

Code €
  BlackBlack

113B 1323291 010 1,76
113C 1326291 015 1,76
138E 18291 025 1,76

�� You can find out via the letter allocation from "A" to "E" which tool fits 
which handle

�� The VBW handle is a very popular model with users

DIN 6450 C260 260 Pin punches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

70 102,0 35150 10260 005 3,80
70 102,5 40150 10260 008 3,80
70 103,0 40150 10260 010 3,80
70 104,0 50150 10260 015 3,80
70 105,0 50150 10260 020 3,80
71 106,0 50150 10260 025 3,80

100 108,0 55150 12260 035 4,27
128 1010 55150 12260 045 4,27

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Hardened and tempered

DIN 6458257 257 Drift punches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

86 101 12120257 005 2,87
86 102 12120257 010 2,87
90 104 12120257 020 2,87
90 105 12120257 025 2,87

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Hardened and tempered

DIN 7250258 258 Centre punches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

92 10120 12258 010 2,74

�� Chrome vanadium
�� Hardened and tempered

Construction tools for universal 
applications
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Sawing, cutting, holding
Construction tools for universal applications

157 157 Gutter bracket bending wrenches

Code €
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

3241600 50,08,0157 005 101,21

�� For gutter brackets up to 8 mm thick and 50 mm wide.

156/1 156/1 Seaming pliers

Code €
  Black, angled designBlack, angled design

63260 260156 210 45,21
  Black, straight designBlack, straight design

61260 260156 205 41,35

�� Forged

374 374 Feeler gauges

Code €
  White polished spring band steel, nickel-plated sectionWhite polished spring band steel, nickel-plated section

100 1020x 0,05| 0,10| 0,15| 0,20| 0,25| 0,30| 
0,35| 0,40| 0,45| 0,50| 0,55| 0,60| 
0,65| 0,70| 0,75| 0,80| 0,85| 0,90| 
0,95| 1,00

374 020 5,79

�� Hardened spring band steel
�� Folds away in nickel-plated section
�� With locking screw

167 167 Marking line holders

Code €
  Marking line holder, red lacquered, polishedMarking line holder, red lacquered, polished

300 6125 30167 005 9,11
  Spare chordSpare chord

34 530167 105 3,34
  Powder, bluePowder, blue

264 5250167 115 3,96
  Powder, redPowder, red

264 5250167 110 3,96

�� Sturdy metal housing
�� With 30 m interchangeable line
�� Can also be used as plumb bob
�� Foldaway crank
�� Refill chamber can be easily opened and closed
�� Powder supplied in convenient bottle with filler
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250 250 Marking needles

Code €
  Marking needles, angled, nickel-platedMarking needles, angled, nickel-plated

55 10250 70250 005 5,66

�� Special steel
�� For marking up, even at an angle
�� Knurled handle

384 384 Hacksaw frames

Code

inch.

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

538435 12300384 005 14,41

�� For sawing metals and plastics
�� Compact dimensions, will fit in all popular assembly toolboxes
�� Aluminium pistol grip
�� Blade tensioning mechanism integrated in pistol-grip handle as quick-

action tensioner

383 383 Hacksaw blades

Code

TPI

€
  Red lacqueredRed lacquered

18 100300 0,6313 24383 005 1,64

�� One-sided HSS bimetallic
�� For hacksaw frames
�� For sawing metals and plastics
�� Bimetallic: also suitable for sawing very hard metals
�� Very fast sawing action possible

976 976 Small hand saws

Code €
  Fibre glass reinforced plastic handleFibre glass reinforced plastic handle

175 10250 145976 100 7,90

�� With red, fibreglass reinforced plastic handle
�� With universal PUK saw blade
�� Throat depth 50 mm
�� Top-of-the-range model for wood and metal
�� Flat steel 10 x 5 mm
�� Zinc plated/nickel-plated

Construction tools for universal 
applications
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976/1 976/1 Small hand saws

Code €
  Fibre glass reinforced plastic handleFibre glass reinforced plastic handle

167 10250 145976 110 7,90

�� Throat depth 50 mm
�� Pointed version
�� With universal PUK saw blade
�� With red, fibreglass reinforced plastic handle
�� Ideal for sawing in confined spaces

379/2-4 379/2-4 PUK universal saw blades

Code

No. TPI

€
  Universal saw blade, fine toothingUniversal saw blade, fine toothing

5 12379/2 14525379 010 0,51
  Hacksaw blade, medium toothingHacksaw blade, medium toothing

5 12379/3 14550379 015 0,88
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PPlliieerr  sseett  8866SS  ((886600  001100))::  
 

 
Combination pliers 
chrome-plated VDE 
180 

 
Side cutter 
chrome-plated VDE 
160 

 
Snipe nose pliers 
chrome-plated VDE 
200 

 
Luster terminal screw 
driver VDE 3.5x100 

 
Phillips 
screw driver VDE PH2 

 
Phillips 
screw driver VDE PH1 

 DC tester 220V 

PPlliieerr  sseett  8800CCSS  ((880000  001100))::  
  

 
Combination pliers 
chrome-plated 180 

 
Side cutter chrome-
plated 160 

 
Snipe nose pliers 
chrome-plated 200 

 
Straight  
screw driver 3x80 

 
Phillips 
screw driver PH2x100 

 
Phillips 
screw driver PH1x80 

 
  

 
Combination pliers 
polished 180 

 
Side cutter polished 
160 

Snipe nose pliers 
polished 200 

PPlliieerr  sseett  8800PP  ((880000  002255))::  

 
The world of pliers
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80C 80C Plier set chrome MC handles

Code

Set

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

7563x 180160 200800 005 44,54

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 
handles

�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 
household

80CS 80CS Plier set chrome MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

9146x 3,0180160 200 1 2800 010 57,38

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� Plus 3 screwdrivers in common sizes
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 

handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

80CW 80CW Plier set chrome MC handles

Code

Set

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

9063x 180160 250800 015 44,54

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and water pump pliers
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 

handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

80CWS 80CWS Plier set chrome MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

10606x 3,0180160 250 1 2800 020 57,38

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and water pump pliers
�� Plus 3 screwdrivers in common sizes
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 

handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household
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82CS 82CS Plier set chrome MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

9166x 3,0180160 200 1 2820 005 61,26

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� Plus 3 screwdrivers in common sizes
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 

handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

80P 80P Plier set polished MC handles

Code

Set

€
  polished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areaspolished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areas

7543x 180160 200800 025 37,73

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� With hand-friendly multi component handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

80PS 80PS Plier set polished MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  polished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areaspolished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areas

9166x 3,0180160 200 1 2800 030 50,37

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� Plus 3 screwdrivers in common sizes
�� With hand-friendly multi component handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

80PW 80PW Plier set polished MC handles

Code

Set

€
  polished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areaspolished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areas

9063x 180160 250800 035 38,71

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and water pump pliers
�� With hand-friendly multi component handles
�� Common equipment universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household
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80PWS 80PWS Plier set polished MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  polished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areaspolished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areas

10586x 3,0180160 250 1 2800 040 52,32

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and water pump pliers
�� Plus 3 screwdrivers in common sizes
�� With hand-friendly multi component handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

82PS 82PS Plier set polished MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  polished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areaspolished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areas

9046x 3,0180160 200 1 2820 010 53,29

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� Plus 3 screwdrivers in common sizes
�� With hand-friendly multi component handles
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household

80K 80K Plier set polished plastic sleeve

Code

Set

€
  polished, plastic coatingpolished, plastic coating

6663X 180160 200800 045 32,49

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and snipe nose pliers with joint opening 
and cutting edge

�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 
household

80KW 80KW Plier set polished plastic sleeve

Code

Set

€
  polished, plastic coatingpolished, plastic coating

8043x 180160 250800 050 32,09

�� Side cutter, combination pliers and water pump pliers
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household
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86 86 Plier set VDE chrome MC handles

Code

Set

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

7623x 180160 200860 005 50,37

�� VDE side cutter, VDE combination pliers and VDE snipe nose pliers with 
joint opening and cutting edge

�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 
handles

�� For working on electrical systems and devices

86S 86S Plier set VDE chrome MC handles Plus

Code

Set PH PH

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

9567x 3,0180160 200 1 2 3,0860 010 65,93

�� VDE side cutter, VDE combination pliers and VDE snipe nose pliers with 
joint opening and cutting edge

�� Plus 3 VDE screwdrivers in common sizes and DC tester
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 

handles
�� For working on electrical systems and devices

88 88 Plier set VDE chrome MC handles

Code

Set

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

7623x 180180 200880 010 56,21

�� VDE power side cutter, VDE combination pliers and VDE snipe nose 
pliers with joint opening and cutting edge

�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 
handles

�� For working on electrical systems and devices

88S 88S Plier set VDE chrome MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

9887x 3,0180180 200 1 2 3,0880 015 71,76

�� VDE power side cutter, VDE combination pliers and VDE snipe nose 
pliers with joint opening and cutting edge

�� Plus 3 VDE screwdrivers in common sizes and DC tester
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi-component 

handles
�� For working on electrical systems and devices
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88A 88A Plier set VDE chrome MC handles

Code

Set

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

7753x 180180 160880 020 54,26

�� VDE power side cutter, VDE combination pliers and VDE wire stripper
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi-component 

handles
�� For working on electrical systems and devices

88AS 88AS Plier set VDE chrome MC handles Plus

Code

Set SL PH PH

€
  Chrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zonesChrome-plated with ergonomic multi-component handles with soft zones

9467x 3,0180180 160 1 2 3,0880 025 69,82

�� VDE power side cutter, VDE combination pliers and VDE wire stripper
�� Plus 3 VDE screwdrivers in common sizes and DC tester
�� Top equipment level, chrome-plated with hand-friendly multi component 

handles
�� For working on electrical systems and devices

60e 60e ESD/EGB-safe Plier set chrome multi 
component handles for electronics

Code

Set

€
  polished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areaspolished, comfortable multi component handles with soft areas

4254x991 605 96,61

�� For work on electrostatic sensitive electronic components
�� Top equipment level, polished with comfortable multi component handles
�� All pliers except the diagonal cutter with box-type slip joint
�� Common equipment for universal use in industry, trade, workshop and 

household
�� Slim snipe nose pliers for holding and bending
�� 45° angled diagonal cutter without cutting bevel for flush cutting
�� Special side cutter with wire clamp against "hurled away" wire parts
�� Practical end cutting pliers for "overhead" cutting
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DIN ISO 8976966 ST 966 ST Sets of waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

9383x 250160 315966 021 42,54

�� Set of three in plastic wallet
�� Self-grip function on the workpiece
�� Box-type slip-joint
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� Hardened and tempered

DIN ISO 8976966 BST 966 BST Sets of waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

9383x 250160 315966 164 45,51

�� Set of 3 in plastic bag
�� Self-grip function on the workpiece
�� Box-type slip-joint
�� Safety clamping protection against squeezing injuries
�� Hardened and tempered

952/3S 952/3S Sets of pipe wrenches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

48523x 1½"1" 2"991 952 101,60

�� Very popular set of the most used S jaw pipe wrenches 952

952/960 952/960 Sets of pipe/waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polished, with plastic coatingRed lacquered, polished, with plastic coating

27503x 1½"1" 250991 935 81,25

�� Very popular set, all with S jaw, consisting of pipe wrenches 952/ water 
pump pliers 960

�� The plastic coating increases the comfort and also makes working at 
very low temperatures possible

952/966 952/966 Sets of pipe/waterpump wrenches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

26283x 1½"1" 250991 900 73,11

�� Very popular set of the most used S jaw pipe wrenches 952/ water 
pump pliers 966
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777 777 Sets of pliers & side-cutters for circlips

Code

Set 90° 0° 90° 0°

€
  Polished, dip-coatedPolished, dip-coated

8004x J2A2A21 J21777 000 41,04

�� For external and internal circlips (shafts) Type A
�� Straight, slip-resistant precision tips
�� Chrome vanadium
�� Oil hardened
�� Drop forged
�� A21 and A2 with return spring

210/1S 210/1S Sets of screwdrivers for the trades

Code

PH PZ

€
  Chrome-plated, gunmetal finish tipsChrome-plated, gunmetal finish tips

5006x 3x80| 4x100| 6x100| 8x150
PH1x80| PH2x100

210 500 26,28

Ergonomically designed plastic 
handles for strain-free, powerful 
tightening action

��

Heat resistant and non-flammable��

High-impact��

Optimum torquing��

2-component handle with softer 
layer and large diameter

��

Blades cannot twist in the handle 
due to shaped ridges

��

Non-splintering��

Blades made of high-alloy special 
CV steel

��

Resistant to oil and solvents��

1000 V223/1S 223/1S Sets of VDE electrician's screwdrivers

Code €
  Gunmetal finish, dip-coat insulatedGunmetal finish, dip-coat insulated

5037x 2,5x75| 4x100| 5,5x125| 6,5x150
PH1x80| PH2x100
Tester

223 500 34,18

Approved up to AC 1000 V 
and DC 1500 V

��

2-component handle with softer 
layer and large diameter

��

Ergonomically designed plastic 
handles for strain-free, powerful 
tightening action

��

Heat resistant and non-flammable��

High-impact��

Individually tested at 10,000 
V AC for 100% safety in 
accordance with IEC 60 900, 
EN 60 900 and VDE 
0682/Part 201

��

Blades cannot twist in the handle 
due to shaped ridges

��

Optimum torquing��

Non-splintering��

Blades made of high-alloy special 
CV steel

��

Resistant to oil and solvents��
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DIN 911 ISO 293673 P 73 P Sets of hex keys

Code €
  Nickel-platedNickel-plated

1307x 2| 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6| 8073 100 4,44
171912x 2| 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6| 8| 10| 12| 14| 17| 19073 120 30,19

�� In plastic wallet
�� Ends chamfered to facilitate insertion in the head of the screw

DIN 911 ISO 2936B 73 B 73 Sets of hex keys

Code €
  Nickel-platedNickel-plated

2918x 2| 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6| 8| 10073 860 6,78

�� Chrome vanadium
�� In plastic case
�� Ends chamfered to facilitate insertion in the head of the screw

DIN 911 ISO 2936H 73 H 73 Sets of hex keys

Code €
  Nickel-platedNickel-plated

148 56x 2| 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6073 400 10,24
256 56x 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6| 8073 410 11,36
376 57x 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6| 8| 10073 420 15,60

  Nickel-plated AFNickel-plated AF
165 57x 1/16| 5/64| 3/32| �| 5/32| 3/16| 7/32073 540 11,96

�� Chrome vanadium
�� In foldaway holder
�� With convenient lifter
�� End chamfered to facilitate insertion in the head of the screw

C 73 KL C 73 KL Sets of ball-end key wrenches

Code €
  Nickel-platedNickel-plated

4309x 1,5| 2| 2,5| 3| 4| 5| 6| 8| 10073 650 16,48

�� Chrome vanadium
�� In clip
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970 970 Sets of pin punches

Code €
  Red lacquered, polishedRed lacquered, polished

7406x 532 4 6 8970 500 22,66

�� Chrome vanadium
�� In plastic magazine

335 K 335 K Sets of screw extractors

Code

min. max.

€
  Black oiled finishBlack oiled finish

1115x 111,4335 105 12,33
2126x 151,4335 110 17,42
6818x 241,4335 115 35,39

�� Chrome vanadium
�� In plastic case
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140 76
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520 10

521 11

522 10

523 44

524 11

526 12

530 43

531 41

532 41

533 42

534 42

537/538 38

540 38

542 13

543 13

544 13

545 6

546 6

547/1 38

547/2 38

548/1 39

548/2 39

550/1 39

550/2 39

550-10 21

550-15 21

550-20 21

550-25 22

550-30 22

550-35 22

550-40 22

550-45 23

550-50 23

550-80 23

553 12

554 12

560-10 25

560-15 25

560-20 26

560-25 26

560-30 26

560-35 27

560-40 27

560-45 27

560-50 28

565-10 28

565-15 28

565-20 29

565-25 29

565-30 29

565-35 30

565-40 30

565-45 30

565-50 31

565-55 31

565-60 31

565-65 32

565-70 32

565-75 32

569 45

570 44

571 44

572 44

573 45

574 45

575 45

576 46

577 46

578 46

579 47

580 47

581 47

582 47

583 46

584 9

586 7

587 7

587A 7

588 8

588W 8

589 19

590 17

592 18

593 18

594 19

595 18

596 15

597 16

597A 16

598 16

599 15

6
600 17

601 17

602 96

603 98

604 17

60e 114

610 34

611 34

612 34

613 35

614 35

615 35

616 36

617 36

618 36

619 37

620 37

621 37

622 37

630 50

631 50

632 50

633 51

634 51

635 52

636 52

637 52

638 53

639 53

641 50

642 51

643 51

644 52

645 53

646 53

659 54

7
71 102

73 P 117

777 116

8
80C 110

80CS 110

80CW 110

80CWS 110

80K 112

80KW 112

80P 111

80PS 111

80PW 111

80PWS 112

82CS 111

82PS 112

86 113

86S 113

88 113

88A 114

88AS 114

88S 113

9
950 73

951 72

952 71

952/3S 115

952/960 115

952/966 115

960 66

966 66

966 BST 115

966 ST 115

970 118

976 107

976/1 108

977 77

978 76

978/2 77

978/3 77

980 84

980LC 85

984LC 85

985 93

989 95

989/1 95

996 93

B
B 73 117

C
C 73 KL 117

H
H 73 117



 VBW-Index ABC 

1
1/2" ratchets for spud wrenches 79

2
20° fibre glass cutters 50
20° plastic side-cutters 50

3
30° oblique cutters for precision 
mechanics

46

30° plastic side-cutters 52

4
40° relay pliers, flat, extra wide 48
45° "X-GRIP" pipe wrenches 70
45° mechanic's snipe nose pliers 45
45° mechanic's snipe nose pliers, long-
nose pliers

46

45° Needle pliers 12
45° pipe wrenches 71
45° plastic side-cutters 50
45° snipe-nose pliers, telephone 
engineer's pliers

12

45° VDE telephone engineer's pliers 18

7
75° relay pliers, flat, extra wide 48

9
90° circlip pliers for inside circlips 41
90° circlip pliers for outside circlips 42
90° pipe wrenches 72
90° plastic side-cutters 52

A
AllGRIP waterpump wrenches 65
Automatic crimping pliers 38
Automatic wire-strippers 13
EuroCUT grating and flat cutters 94
FastGRIP waterpump wrenches 64
PowerGRIP plier wrenches 64
S-GRIP® S-jaw-pushbutton-water 
pump pliers

65

S-GRIP® S-shaped waterpump 
wrenches

66

B
Basin wrenches 78
BauCUT welded wire-mesh and bolt 
cutters 

93

Bolt cutters 88
Bolt cutters 45° 87
Bolt cutters, angled long-reach cutters 87
Bolt cutters, corner cutters LightCUT® 85

C
Cable shears 98
Centre punches 105
Centre-cutters 9
Chain pipe wrenches 74
Circlip pliers for inside circlips 41
Circlip pliers for outside circlips 42
CombiCUT® compact bolt cutters 86
CombiCUT® end cutting bolt-cutters 86
Combination pliers 6
Combined cutting and crimping tools 
for Scotchlok®

38

Combined spud wrenches 79
Combined spud wrenches with 1/2" 
ratchet

79

Compact pipe cutters 77
Control Cabinet Key 80
Copper pipe bending wrenches 79
Copper pipe cutters 76
Crimping pliers 38
Cutting tweezers 23

D
Double-fulcrum end cutting nippers 9
Double-fulcrum side cutters 8
Drift punches 105

E
Electrician's chisels 104
Electrician's combination pliers 6
End cutting nippers for plastics 53
ESD/EGB-safe 30° oblique cutters for 
electronics

37

ESD/EGB-safe 55° oblique cutters for 
electronics

36

ESD/EGB-safe end cutting nippers for 
electronics

37

ESD/EGB-safe flat nose pliers for 
electronics

34

ESD/EGB-safe flat-nose pliers for 
electronics

32

ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter 30° for 
electronics

30

ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter 45° for 
electronics

30

ESD/EGB-safe long nose cutter for 
electronics

31

ESD/EGB-safe mini side-cutters for 
electronics

35

ESD/EGB-safe needle nose, half-round 
pliers for electronics

31

ESD/EGB-safe Plier set chrome multi 
component handles for electronics

114

ESD/EGB-safe pointed side-cutters for 
electronics

36

ESD/EGB-safe precision tweezers with 
ergonomic handle

23

ESD/EGB-safe round nose pliers for 
electronics

34

ESD/EGB-safe round-nose pliers for 
electronics

32

ESD/EGB-safe side-cutters for 
electronics

35

ESD/EGB-safe snipe nose pliers for 
electronics

34

ESD/EGB-safe tungsten carbide long 
nose cutter for electronics

28

ESD/EGB-safe wire strippers, 
electronics pliers

28

F
Feeler gauges 106
Flat cold chisels 103
Flat nose pliers 10
Flat nose pliers for micromechanics 46
Flat nose pliers with long jaws 10
Flat nose pliers with long jaws and 
cutters

10

Flat oval stone chisels 104
Foldaway electrician's penknives 99

G
Grip for Sheet-Metal 56
Gripping pliers for micromechanics 47
GS tested voltage testers 100
Gutter bracket bending wrenches 106

H
Hacksaw blades 107
Hacksaw frames 107
Heavy-duty end-cutting nippers 9
Heavy-duty MasterCUT steel fixer's 
pincers

60

Heavy-duty side-cutters 8

J
Jewellery shaping pliers, round-nose 
pliers

44

L
Lever action-revolving punch plier 57
LightCUT® bolt cutters 84
LightCUT® bolt cutters 45° 88
LightCUT® welded wire-mesh and bolt 
cutters

92



Long-Nose-Grip 55

M
Marking line holders 106
Marking needles 107
Mechanic's flat nose pliers 44
Mechanic's round nose pliers 44
Mechanic's snipe nose pliers 44
Mechanic's snipe nose pliers, long-nose 
pliers

45

Midget tube cutters 77

N
Needle pliers 12

O
Octagonal pointed cold chisels 104

P
Parallel clamp gripping pliers 56
Parallel-jaw self-grip wrenches 55
Parallel-Plus-Grip 55
Phillips screwdrivers 101
Pin punches 105
Pincers 61
Pipe cleaning tools 80
Pipe cutters 76
Pipe-welder's self-grip wrenches 56
Plastic deburring knives 54
Plastic handles for chisels 105
Plastic pipe shears 77
Plastic side-cutters 50
Plier set chrome MC handles 110
Plier set chrome MC handles Plus 110
Plier set polished MC handles 111
Plier set polished MC handles Plus 111
Plier set polished plastic sleeve 112
Plier set VDE chrome MC handles 113
Plier set VDE chrome MC handles Plus 113
Plumber's wrenches 75
Precision mechanic's snipe-nose pliers 47
Precision tweezers 21
Precision tweezers with synthetic tips 21
Profi-Key 80
PUK universal saw blades 108
Punch pliers for ceramic tiles 61

Q
Quick-action wrenches 75

R
Relay pliers, flat, extra wide 48

Relay pliers, flat, pointed 47
Revolving punch pliers 57
Round nose pliers 11
Round nose pliers with long jaws 11
Rounded precision tweezers 22

S
Seaming pliers 106
Self-grip pipe wrenches 73
Self-grip wrenches 56
Sets of ball-end key wrenches 117
Sets of hex keys 117
Sets of pin punches 118
Sets of pipe wrenches 115
Sets of pipe/waterpump wrenches 115
Sets of pliers & side-cutters for circlips 116
Sets of screw extractors 118
Sets of screwdrivers for the trades 116
Sets of VDE electrician's screwdrivers 116
Sets of waterpump wrenches 115
Side-cutters 7
Slitting or bodywork chisels 104
Slotted screwdrivers for the trades 101
Slotted VDE screwdrivers 100
Small hand saws 107
SMD tweezers 23
Snipe-nose pliers, telephone engineer's 
pliers

11

Special circlip pliers 43
Special spanners for sanitary 
installations

78

S-shaped pipe wrenches 70
Stillson pipe wrenches 73
Strap wrenches 78
Super fine precision tweezers 22

T
TopCUT steel fixer's pincers 60
Tubular box spanners 102

U
U-bend wrenches, connector pliers 75
UNIBOLT® bolt cutters 83
Universal self-grip wrenches 55
Universal sets of screws for Cutterheads 95

V
VDE cable shears 96
VDE combination pliers 15
VDE double-fulcrum cable shears 98
VDE electrician's combination pliers 15
VDE flat nose pliers 17
VDE flat nose pliers with long jaws 17
VDE heavy-duty side-cutters 16

VDE Phillips screwdrivers 100
VDE round nose pliers 17
VDE round nose pliers with long jaws 17
VDE side-cutters 16
VDE telephone engineer's pliers 18
VDE waterpump wrenches 19
VDE wire-strippers 19
VDE wire-strippers side-cutters 16

W
Wad punches 103
WAGGONIT® bolt cutters 84
WAGGONIT® welded wire-mesh and 
bolt cutters 

93

Waterpump pliers 65
Welded wire-mesh and bolt cutters, 
long-reach cutters

94

Welder's self-grip wrenches 56
Wire cable cutters 99
Wire-strippers 13
Wire-strippers side-cutters 7


